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(tonernor's Allusion
300 EAST CAPITOL STREET

JACKSON. MISSISSIPPI 39201

A person ../ho knows how to read holds the power to
improve the quality of his or her life and to make that life
fuller and more productive. Every individual has the
capacity to learn, but native ability without education is
merely untapped potential.

As we stand upon the brink of a new century,
Mississippi's future and our own destiny rest in our hands.
If Mississippi is to move ahead, we cannot ignore our
citizens who lack the basic skills. A state with a literate
citizenry is equipped to face tomorrow's challenges; a state
without it will be left behind. In order to meet tomorrow's
demands, we must produce a state of functional readers,
creative thinkers, and problem solvers today. The plans and
goals that we establish now must be relevant to today's
needs yet visionary enough to carry us into the next
century.

The information contained in the Mississippi Literacy
Assessment will serve the Statc in a number of ways: it

will help us target our literacy efforts toward those most
in need; it also will help us establish performance goals
for programs and learners whose aim is to improve their
skills for employment. And the results profiled here will.
enable us to measure our progress as we move toward the goal
of a literate Mississippi by the Year 2000.

We have already begun to address in many ways the
literacy problems that this report highlights, but we must
do more. We have a blueprint for action in Mississippi's
Better Education for Success Tomorrow (BEST). There is no
better case for why we need to move forward in education
reform than the information presented here.

There is much to be learned from our history about the
literacy problem we face as a State. The key for the future
and for how our history will be written is how we deal with
problems we face today. Our faith 'n Mississippians - in
adult learners, in our families, hools, and communities-
makes us hopeful that our effort oday will mean a brighter
future for us all.

.LND JU MABUS
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY*

Based on 1,803 individual household interviews of Mississippi adults (ages

16 to 75), the Mississippi Literacy Assessment Report profiles the literacy

proficiencies of the adult population. The Social Science Research Center has

worked with assessment and sampling experts to ensure that the adults chosen

to participate in the study are representative of the State's adult population.

The data collection effort extended over a six month period in the spring and

summer of 1990. The survey was marked by a high degree of cooperation from

those interviewed. The study also benefited greatly from the support of the

Mississippi Ezonomic Security Commission, the U.S. Department of Labor, and

the Educational Testing Service.

The survey assessment instrument, developed by the Educatior al Testing

Service (ETS), cai,s: upon the reading, writing, math, and information

processing skills of adults in completing open-ended, multiple responp tasks.

The use of simulated, open-ended tasks to assess literacy skills assumes a

definition of literacy that is more "functional" in nature; that is, the scale

scores measure the abilities of adults to apply their basic skills of reading,

writing, and math to those kinds of tasks which adults face in their everyday

lives--on the job, at home, and in their communities. The ETS instrument was

first used in a national literacy survey of young adults, ages 21-25, in 1985.

The difficulty of the items has been scientifically determined by ETS and can

The Fxecutive Summary was written by Karl 0. Haigler, Specirl Advisor to the Governor, Office
For Literacy, The State of Mississippi.
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be calibrated on a scale of 0 to 500. In profiling literacy skills, the items

chosen for the assessment are arrayed in three basic areas which capture the

ways adults apply their basic skills: prose literacy, document literacy, and

quantitative literacy.

The scores provided below are reported as scale scores. A major task for

analysis is connecting the range of item tasks with particular pointh on the

ETS scale. Also, the profile of adult literacy proficiencies is arrayed across

three areas of task types:

prose literacy: the knowledge and skills needed to
understand and use information from texts that include
editorials, news stories, and poems;

clocument literacy: the knowledge and skills required to
locate and use information contained in job applications or
payroll forms, bus schedules, maps, tables, and indexes;

quantitative literacy: the knowledge and skills needed to
apply arithmetic operations, either alone or sequentially, that
are embedded in printed materials, such as in balancing a
checkbook, figuring out a tip, completing an order form, or
dei ermining the amount of interest from a loan advertisement.

As will become obvious from the detailed analysis of results, literacy

proficiency is not the same over the three areas: a person performing at one

level on the prose scale might score higher or lower on either the document or

Executive Summary
May, 199k
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quantitative scale. This can be seen on a State level by comparing mean scores

across the: scales as well as performance within demographic groups. The key

to '.nterpreting the meaning of the scale scores is the association of a particular

point on either the prose, document, or quantitative scale with the kinds of

tasks that performance at that level would indicate that an individual can

complete with a high degree of proficiency. For instance, a person performing

at thc 260 level has an 80% probability of performing the following tasks

successfully:

Prose: id.mtifying information in a biographical article, identifying members
of a category in a lengthy text, or locating information in a short non-fiction
article.

Document: entering account information on a bank withdrawal form,
identifying a TV show using a bar chart, or using a table to identify specific
items of information in a particular category.

Quantitative: calculating the cost of a number of identical items on a grocery
receipt, determining the difference between the length of business hours on
weekdays and weekends, or adding two or three checks on a bank deposit slip.

It is possible that a person performing at a 260 level can also complete those

tasks higher on the scale, tasks that become more complex in w. Aeit demands

on information processing skills oi liat call for more extensive 'oackground

knowledge; but, the higher on the scale from any given point on the scale, the

less likelihood a person would have of performing vch a task with a high

degree of proficiency. At the same time, attaining such a level means that a

Executive Summary
May. 1991
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person can perform those tasks lower on the scales with more than an 80%

degree of proficiency.

Mississippi's literacy assessment was done concurrently with two other

projects: Oregon used the same instzument with a sample of 2000 adults, ages

16 to 64; and ETS, under contract with the Department of Labor, assessed a

national sample of Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) clients as well as

persons using the Employment Service. These other projects will enable

Mississ:ppi to compare its results with those of Oregon and those if the

national JTPA survey. Also, in 1992 ETS will conduct the National Adult

Literacy Survey which will, for the first time, establish the nature and extent

of the literacy problem for the nation as a whole. Since all of these sur 'eys

and the 1985 study of young adults use the same scale scoring system, it will

be possible for Mississippi to compare the relative performance of adults in the

State with those of national studies past and future.

This assessment's functional measurement of literacy differs from the ways

in which states have used Census data to report literacy rates: states typically

have relied on the Census report of the number of years of formal schooling

completed that individuals report as a proxy for literacy proficiency. Those

without a high school and college diploma are often assumed to be "functionally

illiterate" and those who have high school and college diplomas to be "literate."

The innovative scale scoring, direct assessment of literacy proficiency

Executiva Summary
May, 1991



represents an advance over reliance on Census data for the purposes of policy

and program planning. For instance, Mississippi will be able to measure the

impact of its literacy and adult education programs as "value added" efforts

that help raise the literacy rate of the State using this assessment as an initial

reference point.

At the same time, there is no simple distinctiun implied in the use of the

scale scoring system between the "literate" and the "illiterate." At no one point

on any scale is it possible or desirable to say that those falling on one side can

function in all contexts and meet all the demands of everyday life and that

those on the oth2r cannot function at all. Rather, it is now possible to consider

the skills of the adult population of the state relative to the wide range of

everyday tasks that call on the ability to "use printed or written information

to function in society, to achieve one's goals, and to develop one's knowledge

and potential." Such a definition of literacy has guided ETS's research for the

past six years and will be used in the National Adult Literacy Survey in 1992.

Findings:

Mississippi has very few total non-readers among its adult population, ages

16 to 75--less than 2% of adults cannot sign their name on a Social Security

card, over 90% can read simple directions on a medicine bottle, and
approximately 8% cannot recognize a road sign at an intersection.

Executive Sun
May, 1991
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Those who experience the most set.r,--e problems with literacy are typically

oldei and have had less formal education than those functioning at higher

levels--this relatively small percentage (5%) however, still equates to almost

100,000 adults needing help. Currently, most who seek assistance with

literacy tasks go to friends or family members.

The State's literacy problem extends across racial lines, educational

experience, and income levels, but it is mostly "home grown"--there are very

few non-English speakers in the adult population.

The average Mississippian is functioning at the 260 level on average across

prose, document, and quantitative literacy scales: Quantitative literacy is a

relative strength among most population groups and document literacy is

relatively weak.

Those Mississippians in households that receive public assistance function

at appreciably lower levels of proficiency than those households which receive

no public assistanc._

Executive Summary
May, 1991
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Using Nationai Assessment of Educational Progress' measures of school-

based reading ability, 35% of adults (almost 700,000) are reading below

intermediate levels, which means they will have difficulty searching for specific

information, interrelating ideas, summarizing and explaining relatively

complicated information, or learning from specialized reading materials.

Percentage of Adults Reading At or Above NAEP
Reading Levels
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While employed Mississippians report frequent use of literacy skills on the

job, skilled and unskilled laborers function at lower levels of literacy than

those who are professionals, managers, technicians, or in clerical or sales

positions.

Demographic Profile of Mississippians Active in
Labor Force (N=1126)

Executive Summary
May, 1991
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Porcentage of Employed Who Report Using Literacy Skills
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The factors that are most clearly associated with literacy proficiency are

educational attainment, race, and parents' el ,.cation level.
.11111

Document Literacy Mean Scores by Mothers Level of Education

MO-

200 -

160 -

100

227

1Yz.

254

11111/

CIE

256

123%1

299 297

0-8 r ars 0-11 'fears HS > NS College
Education rolucaUon Education Education Craduate

X Percent of Reepondente Mother.' Educational Levl
Note: 19.2% of Respondents were unaware of Mothers' Educational lireel

The way to read this chart: "The mean score for those adults whose mothers
had less than nine years of formal schooling scored is 227 in document literacy.
From the total of adults in this sample, 25% reported that their mothers had
less than nine years of formal schooling."

Executive Summary
May, 1991
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Based on projections from assecksment data, it is possible to approximate

literacy rates for Mississippi's 82 counties. Of these, it appears that half of the

out-of-school adults in 26 counties could be classified "at risk" in that

projections of median scores for .hese counties would place these adults at or

below the 250 level on the prose scale.

Prose Literacy Scores by Race and Years of
Education
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There are significant differences across all three scales between blacks and

whites in spite of similar educational attainment.

Though credentials are related positively to the ability to perform tasks on

all three scales, even Mississippians with high school diplomas and college

degrees experience difficulty with relatively uncomplicated tasks; for example,

38% of high school graduates and 12% of college graduate function below the

250 level on the prose scale, which means that they would have difficulty

completing the following kinds of tasks:

Interpret instructions from an appliance warranty Orally interpret distinctions between two types ofemployee benefits

Locate information in a news article Write a letter stating that an error has been made in billing

Correctly interpret a theme of a short poem State in writing argunvait made in lengthy newspaper column

Executive Summary
May, 1991
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Conclusion:

In the final analysis, how the literacy problem in Mississippi is defined must

be connected to how it is going to be solved. As this study shows, there are

many dimensions to the literacy problem in the state: the problem ranges from

those adults who are older with 1;4.t1e formal education to those younger high

school and college graduates who do not display high levels of competence in

completing relatively uncomplicated tasks. However the problem is defined,

there are large numbers of adults who, with higher literacy skills, would be

more capable of satisfying their own individual goals and whose prospects for

employment or advancement in their current jobs would be improved. And to

the extent that this challenge can be met over the next ten years, the future

for Mississippi's children will be brighter: the adult literacy problem is

inextricably intertwined with the success of education reform as well as

economic development.

There are now in place a variety of programs serving adults, some of which

directly address the kinds of literacy problems profiled in this study.

Nationally, the goal of a literate aiult population by the year 2000 calls for the

kinds of measures used in the Mississippi Literacy Assessment to establish the

parameters of the problem. The ability to measure the State's progress in

solving the literacy problem was the basis for this study. The information

provided here and contained in the public use data file can continue to serve

the state--in improving policies and programs--and can establish a reference

Executive Summary
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point for future assessments of adult literacy. Further field research, linking

literacy proficiency with job perform:Ince, will be important to ensure that the

iiteracy needs of adults will be addressed in such a way as to improve

individual employment opportunities and the competitive position of

Mississippi business and industry.

Executive Summary
May, 1991
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1.1

Modern societies are characterized by a high level of technological

complexity and a high dependency on information. "High technology" and

"information age" labels have been coined to capture the core significance of

these trends for present and future development. Successful societies,

especially in the arena of economics, appear to be those that effectively collect,

process, manage, and utilize wide arrays of information. Competitive

advantages in the world's marketplace, then, can be tied closely to the skill

levels of the labor force and the ability to meet the "high technology/

information age" challenge. Clearly, there is an increasing and essential need

for higher levels of workplace literacy skills.

When the Southern Regional Literacy Commission says, "Literacy is

Everybody's Business," the Commission is recognizing the importance of

improving literacy as a aecessary element in the advancement of the South.'

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April 1991



1.2

Many observers believe that the South has lagged behind the rest of the nation

in its literacy skills. In Mississippi, for example, it has been estimated that as

many as 400,000 of the 1.9 million adults have significant literacy

shortcomings.' This condition is thought to contribute directly to the state's

low levels of social and economic achievement. Strong arguments can be made

that persistent poverty, low worker productivity, poor health, high infant

mortality, low levels of citizen participation in government, and a nwnber of

related difficulties can be traced to problems of literacy.

Adult literacy efforts in the South are hamstrung by a lack of reliable dela
with which to establish goals or hold individual programs accountuok for
the progressor lack of itmade by their adult students. Well constructed,
in-depth literacy surveys have never been administered to r :easure the
Anctional literacy of adults on a state-by-state basis. Without such a
literacy prvfile, ft will be difficult for any state to develop measurable
objectives for its literacy efforts.

-Swann Regional Literay Commissim mita

4111.114111710041MIR11.111110111..111=01. vramo.a..00ntaieumllowi

While literacy clearly is an important issue for both the South and

Mississippi, there is relatively little reliable infovimation that can be used to

directly assess its nature and extent. There has been no dependable means of

knowing the direction and degree of changes in adu) lo literacy. Estimates of the

Miesissippi Literacy Aseinwiroont
April 1991



1.3

scope of literacy within the state largely have been dependent on the use of

census reports of completed years of education. Such limited information is

inadequate for understanding the dimensions of literacy, whether the concern

is basic understanding, program accountability, or program design.

The Mississippi Literacy Assessment Project grew out of the recognized

need for reliable information about literacy within Mississippi. The Governor's

Office for Literacy, the Mississippi Employment Security Commission, and the

Social Science Research Center at Mississippi State University have jointly

sponsored an effort to provide a comprehensive study of adult literacy within

the state. From the beginning, the commonly held goals have been to provide

Mississippi with literacy data that 1) were representative of the adult

population of the state, 2) were based on the most advanced literacy
measurement techniques, and 3) included a wide range of background

informati cm.3

During 1990, personal interviews were completed with approximately

1,800 adu.t Mississippians located throughout the state. Chart 1 presents a

population distribution map of Mississippi in which each dot on the map

corresponds to 2,000 individuals. The map is designed to depict the geographic

distribution of the population Chart 2 presents a second distribution map of

Mississippi, but in this chart each dot depicts one individual in the Mississippi

Literacy Assessment Pr uject sample.' A careful visual comparison of both

Missimippi Literacy Assessment
April 1991



1.4

Charts 1 and 2 will reveal a great deal of similarity in t distribution patterns

of the population and sample. These patterns are indicative of the success the

sample design had in distributing interviews across the state in proportion to

actual population concentrations. A complete description of the project sample

can be found in the project codebook.5

Each interview was designed to last one and one-half hours. One hour

of the interview was devoted to the administration of the National Assessment

of Education Progress (NAEP) Adult Literacy Assessment. This instrument

was developed by Irwin Kirsch and his colleagues at the Educational Testing

Service and represents pioneering work in the measurement of adult skills.'

The remaining one-half hour of the interview was used to collecL demographic

and personal background information. A m xlified version of the NAEP-Young

Adult Background Questionnaire was utilized to collect this information. It ia

this survey that provides the data for this study.

Information frora the Mississippi Literacy Assessment Project can

provide a number of important benefits to the state. It should add
substantially to our overall understanding of the Mississippi literacy problem.

The assessment can provide a basis for comparing the skill levels of adult

Mississippians to those of adults of f)ther state, regional, and national

populations. Within Mississippi, it now is possible to contrast the literacy

skills of the major demographic and social groupings.

1.Ateracy Asomme it
April 1991



Chart 1: Distribution of the PopIdation of Mississippi 1990
(Each Dot = 2000 Individuals)

Population Estimates from Woods and Poole, Inc.

Produced by:
Monitor Laboratory
Social Science Research Center
Mississippi State University
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Chart 2: Sample Distribution of the
Mississippi Literacy Assessment Project Sample

(Each Dot v. 1 sample number, n = 1,791)
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1.7

By distinguishing between types of literacy problems, the assessment

can identify specific areas of literacy needs. The inclusion of background

variables furnishes policymakers and program providers an improved

understanding of the influences underlying literacy development and the

ability to target specific groups for intervention. It also is possible to associate

literacy measures with a wide range of relevant behaviors. When this

information is taken collectively, it can be used to establish baseline estimates

of literacy by which efforts to improve the population's skills can be judged.

The Mississippi Literacy Assessment Project, like all research

endeavors, is Structured by a set of perspectives, definitions, and assumptions

that shape and color all aspects of the study.'

As a point of departure, discussions about literacy in the United States

have classified people as either literate or illiterate. This tendency apparently

grew out of a period when most citizens had little or no fo-mal education and

as a result were easily defined as illiterate. This simple dichotomy still is

used frequently when the issue of literacy is addressed. One of the first

questions asked by most individuals is "How many illiterates are there?"

While this question has a great deal of common sense appeal, it does not take

into account the complexities of literacy in contemporary society. It is asking

a Liireteenth-century question when a twenty-first century answer is needed.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
april 1991



1.8

There is no single measure or specific point on a scale that separates the
literate" from the "illiterate".

.lresin lands and Ann Jwsetblut, Literacy: Profiles America's Young Adults NM

Much of the current thinking involves the notion of a continuum of

literacy that ranges from the extremely illiterate at one pole ;a the extremely

literate at the other. The continuum view is based on the observation that

most people who could be classified as illiterate by traditional definitions are

clearly literate in many aspects of their lives. Conversely, everyone who could

be classified as literate by traditional means would certainly be illiterate in

some arenas. The notion of a continuum is not unique to research on literacy.

It has frequently been used in the definition and measurement of mental

ability, achievement, and academic performance. The perspective of this study

explicitly assumes literacy to constitute a continuum. Therefore, this study

seeks to profile Mississippians' literacy across a range of skills. Thus, literacy

scores rather than literacy categories are stressed.

Modern perspectives on literacy also differentiate between types of skills

that are included under the rubric of literacy. Traditional discussions have

focused on the reading of prose as the essential skill required to be considered

literate. As society has demanded more diversified skills, the concept of

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
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literacy has been broadened to include additional skill dimensions beyond the

type of reading normally associated with classroom work. There is a growing

realization that workplace skills are quite different from classroom skills and

that workplace skills need to be included in the definition of literacy. Kirsch

and his colleagues differentiate between three skills that compose literacy.

These skills are the effective use of (1) prose, (2) documents, and (3) quan-

titative materials. This perspective implies that measurement devices that can

profile individuals on literacy continua across several dimensions are needed.

Notions about literacy requirements can be tied closely to the skill

requirements of a society at a particular point in time. In the nineteenth

century, an individual who could read simple prose and sign his name would

have been considered to have good literacy skills for most occupations. Today

those same skills would be considered inadequate in most work settings since

today's occupations require the use of technical documents and quantitative

materials. The emergence of the term "computer literate" captures the

changing societal demands that shape our notions about literacy svills. In this

context, literacy is, in some respects, a moving target. What is literate today

may not be literate tomorrow because societal needs are apt to change the

content of literacy skills. While the notion of literacy as a multidimensional

concept thrt can be measured along a series of continua will not necessarily

handle the social change aspect of literacy, it does seem to be an improvement

over simpler measures. As literacy skills change, we may be able to capture

Mississippi Literacy Auesament
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this change by shifting levels of literacy requirements along currently

identified continua (prose, documents, and quantitative skills) or by the

addition of new dimensions (e.g., computer literacy).

Imbedded in the foregoing discussion is the linkage between societal

demands and literacy levels. If we add the additional element of adequacy

between societal needs and literacy skills, the concept of functional literacy can

be structured. Much of the current discussions about literacy use this concept

in some fashion. It implies that certain levels or ranges or profiles of literacy

are required for an individual to function in society. While such a notion has

a great many advantages since it combines the important elements of societal

need, individual literacy skills, and adequacy, it also has one severe limitation.

There are many mdividuals in society whose literacy skills are so minimal that

they would never be classified as functionally literate. Yet these same

individuals function quite successfully in society both as workers and citizens.

These individuals, of course, have developed a range of coping skills and

interdependence with others who are literate that allow them to function

successfully. One must wonder, however, what their level of accomplishment

would have been had their literacy skills been more substantial. While this

limitation of the functional literacy concept is not overwhelming, it should

caution us to remember that many functioning individuals may not be

"functionally literate."

Mississippi Literacy Amassment
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The term "functionally illiterate" encompasses a broad spectrum of adults,
ranging from those who cannot read the irstructions on a medicine bottle
or kok up a number in the tekphone bfv..* to adults who cannot fill out a
job application or adapt to new technology in the workplace. Adult
functional literacy education fiscuses on a continuum of life skills ranging
from link or no ability to read and write to high levels of reading, writing,
communicating, and problem-soking skills. Todaylf definitiva of "literacy"
is contextual, changing to meet the requirements of family, workplace and
community

Govenar's Office Ar Literacy, Staa Alissiuippi

The subsequent sections of this report present a great deal os:
information about literacy in Mississippi based on the analysis of the
Mississippi Literacy Assessment data. Section 2 provides a profile of literacy

in Mississippi based on four literacy scales: NAEP reading, prose, document,

and quantitative. Section 3 reports on results of a modeling effort that

attempts to project literacy scores for each Mississippi county. Section 4

provides a series of comparisons of literacy proficiency among major

demographic and social groups. Section 5 focuses on literauy in the workplace.

The final chapter presents sets of major findings and discusses the implications

of the literacy assessment.
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ENDNOTES TO SECTION 1

'The Southern Regional Literacy Commission is an organization fostered
by the Southern Growth Policy Board. The Commission adopted "Literacy is
Everybody's Business" as the title for their final report. Doris Betts and
Robert Dorman, Literacy is Everybody's Business, (Research Mangle Park:
PBM Graphics Inc., n.d. (19901).

'The South has long been cited as a literacy "trouble spot." For a
discussion of early 20th century southern efforts, see James E. Akerson, "The
Southern Literacy Campaign 1910-1935: Lessons for Adult Learning in an
Information Society," paper presented at the National Adult Education
Conference, (Louisville, Kentucky, 1984).

'For an overview of the project goals and research design, see Arthur G.
Cosby and Maxie P. Kohler, "The Mississippi Literacy Assessment: A Proposal
for Comprehensive Survey of Adult Literacy," (Mississippi State: Social Science
Research Center, November 1989).

'An overview of the research litethods for the Mississippi Literacy
Assessment has been prepared by Frank M. Howell and Keith Rust and
appears as an appendix to this report.

'The Mississippi Literacy Assessment project has a public user file and
data code book which can be used by researchers who desire to conduct
secondary analysis of the data collected in the study.

'Irwin S. Kirsch and Ann Jungeblut, Literacy: Profiles of America's
Young Adults, Report Number 16-PL-02, (Princeton: Educational Testing
Service, 1986.)
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'Richard L. Venezky, Daniel A. Wagner, and Barrie S. Ciliberti, ed.,
Toward Defining Literacy. (Newark, Delaware: International Reading
Association, 1990.)
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Section 2. Measuring Adult Literacy in Mississippi

The measurement approach utilized in the Mississippi Literal),

Assessment relies on recent advances in adult literacy research lead by

scientists at the Educational Testing Service (ETS), Princeton, New Jersey.

Irwin Kirsh and his colleagues have taken substantial strides in the concept

development, instrument desi7n, and scaling protocol necessary to adequately

assess adult literacy proficiency. The Mississippi Literacy Assessment

measurement approach borrows heavily from this body of research by adopting

the general ETS measurement desi n. Assessment booldets, response scoring,

and literacy scales were provided by ETS through a cooperative agreement

with Mississippi State U, versity. It appears that ETS's approach will be the

dominant measurement model for adult literacy studies for the next decade.

Plans are underway to use this measurement model in the forthcoming

National Adult Literacy Survey. The utilization of this instrumentation will

allow the establishment of baseline data which can be used not only to judge

improvement in the literacy of the state, but also to contrast proficiency

MIsslesIppi Literacy Assessment
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differences between Mississippi and other states as well as Mississippi and the

nation as a whole.

The ETS assessment approach relies on respondent performances on

over 100 literacy tasks.' The majority of these tasks are simulation exercises

that are designed to measure a wide range of "real world" information

processing capabilities. Simulation tasks included such items as "locating

information in a newspaper," "interpreting appliance warranty information,"

"orally interpreting a new story," "locating the time of a meeting from a form,"

"enter information on a job form," "balancing a checkbook," and "determining

interest on a loan from an ad." The use of simulation items is thought to more

readily capture "functional literacy" activities relevant to adult communities,

workplace, and family life. These simulation items provide the basis for the

subsequent development of prose, document, and quantitative literacy scales.

The ETS approach also has a set of multiple choice exercises. These items

were used to develop a NAEP (reading) scale which is essentially an "in school"

literacy measure of reading. The NAEP (reading) scale provides a means of

linking the performance of adults with "in school" population. Following ETS's

lead, the Mississippi Literacy Assessment has literacy scores available for both

the simulation of functional acfivities and the NAEP (reading) items.

Information from the NAEP (reading) scale will be presented first.

Missiesippl Literacy Assessment
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NAEP's Leuels of Reading Proficiency

RUDIMENTARY (150)
Readers who have acquired rudimentary reading skr's and strategies can

follow brief written directions....Performance al this kuel suggests tho ability to carry
out simple, discrete reading taske.*

BASIC (200)
Readers who have learned basic reading comprehension skills and strategies

can locate and identifr fads from simple hiftwmational paragraphs, stories, and news
articin....Performance at this level sugpsts the ability to understand specific or
sequentially related information.*

INTERMEDIATE (250)
Reaiers with the ability to use intermediate skills and strategies can search

for, locate, and organize the information they find in relatively lengthy passages and
can recognize paraphraries of what they have read.... Performance at this level suggests
the ability tu ce.arch for specific information, interrela ideas, and make
generalizations.*

ADEPT (300)
Readers with adept reading comprehension skills and strategies can

understand complicated literacy and informational passages, including materials
about topics they -"tudy at school.... Performance at this i.wel suggests the ability to
find, understand, summarize and explain relatively complicated information.*

ADVANCED (350)
Readers who use advanced reading shills rind strategies can extend and

restructure the ideas presented in apt. faalind and complex texts. Examples include
scientific materials, literary essays, historical documents, and materials similar to
those found in professional and technical working environments.... Performance at this
level suggests the ability to synthesize and learn from specialized reading materials.*

°Irwin !Mach and Ann tluagebild, tilenwr Wats of America's num Adults, 1986.
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Table 2.1 provides an overview of literacy proficiency as indicated by

NAEP (reading) scores. Eetimates are provided for Mississippi adults at the

Rudimentary (150), Basic (200), Intermediate (250), Adept (300), and Advanced

(350) levels of literacy pmficiency. The percentage data is presented in

cumulative form. For example, the table indicates that 7.3% of the adult

population can read at the Advanced Level (a score of 350 and above). The

corresponding population figur is a weighted estimate of the actual number

of adult Mississippians who pertorm at this level (Advanced Level = 144,362).

About 30% of the sample scored at the Adept level (300 and above) and about

65% received scores at the intermediate level (250 and above). An examination

of the data at the lower range of reading proficiency suggests that practically

all Mississippians (98%) bave rudimentary reading skills and that most (91%)

are performing at the basic skills level. These findings might be interpreted

to mean that the literacy skillis of Mississip?ians are somewhat better than

originally thought.

The interpretation of the NAEP (readi-Ig) results as indicative of higher

than expected literacy proficiency should be made with caution. Such a finding

is not consistent with either conventional wisdom or with the results of

research based on traditional me9cures of literacy (e.g., education levels). It

is interesting to note that the NAEP (reading) scores obtained in the Young

Adult Study were substantially higher for that sample than the comparable

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
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TABLE 2.1

Percentage of Adult Mississippians Who Score at or above Select Points
on the NAEP (Reading) Scale

Scores Percent' Population'

Advanced (350 and above) 7.3 (0.7) 144,362

Adept (300 and above) 30.3 (1.5) 599,202

Intermediate (250 and above) 65.1 (1.5) 1,287,394

Basic (200 and above) 90.8 (1.0) 1,795,628

Rudimentary 98.4 (0.5) 1,945,922

'Numbers in parentheses are standard error estimates.
'Weighted population estimates.

Mississippi Literacy Asoessment
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figures for the Mississippi Literacy Assessment. It should be recalled that this

comparison must be made carefully since a comparison of a national young

adult sample (age 21-25) is being made to a state, cross-sectional adult sample

(age 16-75). In the NAEP Young Adult Study, 20.9% of the young adults

obtained scores at the Advanced level (350 or above), while in the Mississippi

study only 7.3% of the adults scored at this level. Comparable figures were

also obtained at the Intermediate level; the NAEP young adults' percentage

was 84.1% while the Mississippi estimate was 65.1%. At the lower end of the

scale, 96.8% of the NAEP sample as compared to 90.8% of the Mississippi

sample scored at the Basic level or above. Also, 99.6% of the NAEP sample

and 98.4% of the Mississippi sampl . scored at the Rudimentary level or above.

This comparison leads to two general observations. First, in view of these

young adult scores, Mississippi NAEP estimates do not seem lspecially high.

Second, in both the NAEP Young Adult sample and the Mississippi sample of

adults, the NAEP score did not seem especially effective in discriminating

between literacy proficiency in the lower range of skill levels. Almost everyone

was judged to have rudimentary skills in both studies.

The ETS scaling method produces scores for three types of adult skills

that are more consistent with the concept of "functional literacy" - prose

literacy, document literacy, and quantitative literacy. Each of these three

scales has potential values of 0-500. In Table 2.2, there is a set of estimates

Misslosippi Literacy Assessment
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In this assessment, the criterion for success was 80 percent probability.
This means that individuals estimated to be at a given level on the scak
of consistently -- that is, with 80 percent pmbability -- perform tasks like
those used to illustrate performance at that level._ Indivkluals at lower
levels on the scale also have a chance of successfully performing the more
difficult tasks, but their probability of success is considerably lower than
80 percent and, thus, one has much less conMence that they will perform
the more difficult tasks consistently.

..4nsin Kirsch and Mn Jungtbiut, Literacy: Protlin of America's Young Adulis. 1988.

that provides the prose literacy skills of Mississippi adults. The table can be

read as follows:

1) The Items column gives examples of list items and their scale value;
e.g., the item "Interpret instructions from an appliance warranty" has
a scale value of 279.

2) A person whose prose score is 279 would have an 80% probability of
correctly responding to that item.

3) This same individual would have a lower than 80% probability of
responding correctly to items with difficulty levels greater than 279,
and the same individual would have a higher probability of responding
corrirtly to less difficult items.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
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4) The selected scores are arbitrary benchmarks tbat help orient the prose
scale; e.g., the value of 300 has a reported percentage of 28.6%. The
interpretation is that 28.6% of adult Mississippians had an 80%
probability of responding at the 300 or greater score level.

5) The numbers in parentheses are estimates of the standard error.

6) The population figure is a weighted estimate of the number of
Mississippians who scored at or above a given skill level; e.g., at the
350 prose level, 150,295 Mississippians scored at or above the 350 level.

Table 2.2 shows the percentages of adult Mississippians scoring at or

above selected points on the prose scale. Of the total number of respondents,

80 percent scored at or above the 200 level. Higher up on the prose literacy

scale, scores decreased as the difficulty of the assignments increased. The

most noticeable break in proficiency occurred between the selected scores of

275 and 300. The sample item listed on Table 2.2 is "Write letter to state that

an error has been made in billing." At this level, 42.7 percent of respondents

answered correctly. At the 300 level. "Locate information in a news article,"

the correct response rate dropped to 28.6 percent. At the top of the scale, 2.5

percent of the sample performed at or above the 375 level. The estimate

increased to 7.6 percent at the 350 or above level.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
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Prose

200 Level Prose Literacy: 80.0% of Adults (N=1,582,050)

Two tasks characteristic of performance at the 200 level on the prose
literacy scale are: writing a simple description of the type of job one would like
to have (199), and accurately locating a single piece of information (single feature
match) from a newspaper article of moderate length (210)....*

275 Level Prose Literacy: 42.7% of Adults (N=844,420)

Tasks characteristic of performance at the 275 level include writing a
letter to explain that an error has been made in a billing charge (277); generating
the theme of a poem containing numerous allusions to a familiar theme - war
(278); and, interpreting the instructions from an appliance warranty to select the
most appropriate description of what is wrong (279). .

325 Level Prose Literacy: 15.7% of Adults (N=310,477)

Bracketing the 325 level are tasks requiring the reader to locate
information on the basis of three features (313) that are repeated throughout a
lengthy news article or to synthesize the main argument from a lengthy newspaper
column (340)....*

375 Level Prose Literacy: 23% of Adults (N=49,439)

Tasks bracketing the 375 level on the prose scale require the reader to use
text information to describe orally the distinctions between two types of employee
fringe benefits (371) and to generate unfamiliar themes from a short poem
(387)....*

Irwin larrch and Ann JungebluA Literacy: Profilu a Anwricies Yaw Adults 15414
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When comparing the prose scores of the white and black population

within Mississippi, one immediately sees a marked difference. At the most

basic level of 150, virtually all of the white population responded correctly to

the task (98.0 percent). The black population had a success rate of 85.9

percent, a difference of 12.1 percent. Continuing up the table to the 200 level,

88.8 percent of the white population could "Locate information in a sports

article" while only 62.1 percent of blacks could perform the same task. At the

selected score of 275, the success rate of whites dropped significantly to 55

percent, but even more profound was the decrease in black proficiency to a low

17.9 percent. At the 300 level, 38.5 percent of the white population completed

the assigned task, while only 9.2 percent of the black population was
successful. At the highest point completed successfully by both whites and

blacks (375), 4 percent of whites answered correctly with only .1 percent of

blacks performing similarly. Comparing the black segment of the respondents

to the total number of respondents is especially revealing. At the 275 level,

42.7 percent of the total respondents answered correctly while just 17.9 percent

of black respondents answered correctly.

As Table 2.2 indicates, there is also a pronounced difference in prose

literacy scores among the various levels of educational attainment. Of those

with eight or fewer years of schooling, 69.3 percent scored the lowest

measurable level of 150. At this level, 94.9 percent of respondents with 9-12

Mluoirippi Literecy Meessment
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years of school, 97.6 percent of high school graduates, and 99.7 percent of

college graduates were able to perform successfully. Respondents with 0-8

years of schooling topped out their correct responses at the selected score of

325. At this level, 42.2 percent of college graduates were still answering

correctly. At the 350 level there vt as a substantial difference between the

correct response rate of high school (4.6 percent) and college (24.8 percent)

graduates. At 375, 11.1 percent of college graduates performed the task

successfully, with less than 3 percent of respondents from the other educational

levels performing comparably.

As in the National Young Adult Survey, the Mississippi Literacy

Assessment measured individuals' abilities to use documents. These

documents were presented in various formats including charts, bus schedules,

deposit slips, maps, labels, television guides, job applications, order forms,

paycheck stubs, and indexes.' Like the prose scale seen in Table 2.2, the

difficulty of the assigned tasks increased moving from the bottom of the table

to the top.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
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TABLE 2.2

Percentage of Adult Mississippians Who Scared At ar Above Selected Points on the Prose Scale

Items'
r, .0 shitif.,

-,

Tots 16 Population'

Identify appropriate information in lengthy newspaper column (397)

Select inappropriate title based on interpretation of
news article (361)

State i.n writing argument made in lengthy newspaper column (340)

LocCe information in a new' article (313)

Locate information on a page of text in an almanac (3 feature) (281)

Interpret instructions from an appliance warranty (279)

Generate familiar theme of poem (278)

Write letter to state that an error has been made in billing (277)

Locate information in sports article (2 feature) (262)

Locate information in sports article (1 feature) (210)

Write about a job one would like (199)

,f:,".,.
9111 .

s SO

..,..

ilet
' .0f

.,

250

200

176

....... ....

2.5 (.5)
7.6 (.6)

16.7 (1.0)
28.8 (1.4)

42.7 (1.6)

57.5 (1.51
70.2 (1.3)

80.0 (1.1)

88.4 (1.1)
94.1 (.8)

49,439
150,295

310,477
565,583

844,420

1,137,099
1,388,250

1,582,051

1,748,166
1,860,887



TABLE 2.2, continued

liwwwww
e

Items` White' Black'

IdentifY appropriate informstion in lengthy newspaper
column (397)

104

Select inappropriate title based on interpretation a( news article (361) 4.0 (.7) .1 (na)

11.3 (.8) .5 (.3)

State in writing argument made in lengthy newspaper column (340)

Locate informution in a news article (313) 00if 22.2 (1.1) 3.1 (.8)

000 38.5 (1.4) 9.2 (1.6)

Locate information on a page of text in an almanac (3 feature) (281)

Interpret instructions from an appliance warranty (279)

Generate familiar theme of poem (278)

Write letter to state that an error has been made in billing (277) 55.0 (1.6) 17.9 (2.0)

Locate information in sports article (2 feature) (262) 68.9 (1.6) 34.3 (2.4)

80.4 (1.2) 49.4 (2.4)

Locate information in sports article (1 feature) (210) 88.8 (1.4) 62.1 (2.2)

Write about job one would like (199) 175 95.2 (.7) 74.6 (2.3)
98.0 (.5) 85.9 (2.1)

0



TABLE 2.2, continued

Items*

Identify appropriate information in lengthy newspaper
column (397)

Select inappropriate title based on interpretation of news article (381)

State in writing argument made in lengthy newspaper column (340)

Locate information in news article (313)

Locate information of page of text in an ahnenac (3 (eature) (281)

Interpret instructions from an appliance warranty (279)

Generate familiar theme of poem (278)

Write letter to state that an error has been made in billing (277)

Locate information in sports article (2 (eature) (262)

Locate information in sports article (1 feature) (210)

Write about job one would like (192)

.2(m)

.1(na) .8(.4) 2.7(1 0) 11.1(2.0)

4.6(.9) 10.2(1.7) 24.8(2.2)

1.7(.9) 3.4(.9) 10.3(1.1) 23.8(2.5) 42.2(2.8)

3.0(1.4) 11.6(2.2) 23.3(2.0) 42.9(2.3) 60.9(2.6)

5.3(1.5) 21.0(2.5) 41.2(2.5) 61.7(2.4) 77.6(2.1)

10.1(2.1) 33.3(3.6) 61.5(2.6) 80.3(2.1) 88.3(2.0)

21.7(3.0) 52.7(2.3) 77.3(2.2) 691(1.7) 93.3(1.7)

32.5(3.3) 66.5(2.3) 88.5(1.5) 95.3(1.1) 97.9(1)

51.1(3.6) 84.9(1.8) 94.8(1.1) 98.4(8) 99.4(4)

69.3(4.0) 94.9(1.1) 97.6(.7) 100.0(na) 99.7(.3)

'Item number in parentheses refer to pnificiency level; an individual with that score has an 80 percent probability of responding correctly to

that task.
'Number in parentheses is the standard error.
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Tasks breaking the 160 Wel q proficieno include signing ones name 04 t k social
secwity card (110), locating the eveinstion date on a drives license (160), and identibing the
correct dme of a meeting from a thrin (169). The distinguishing charucterietk is these latter two
taskt appears to be that the intonnation is mid derived from personal background knowledge.
&how* each of these tut tads rIquires the tea er match a sirs& feature of information
that is given in both the question and the document*

Tasks around this level of proficiency -equire the reader to engage in successive one-
feature matching. For ecampla, 0114 question directs the reader to match money-saving coupons
to a shopping list of several items (211). A slightly easier task involves entering personal
background information on a job application (196). Alto at about this level, we see the first task
requiring a two-feature At reader is directed to circle Me movie that comes on a
particular channel at a specified time (192A*

LIWracy Asiesoment
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250 Level Document: 54.596 of Adulta (N=1,073,772)

2.13

Tasks estimated to be at about èh21ài iWàlve matchim information on the
basis oftwo features from documents containing several distmctors or plausible answers.
One such task involves locating h a table how soon an employee will be eligible for a
particular ty,pe of fringe benefit (262). Another task at about this level involves locating
a particular intersection on a street map 4 *

the reader is asked to match information
on the basis of increasing numbers of features . In SOME cases these are literal, while in
others the matching is based on information that might be stated one way in the question
and another in the document. Also COMMIX, 1.0 these tasks is the increase in the number
ofdistractors contained in the document. Rxamples of tasks having these characteristics
are: identifting information contained In a graph depicting the mune of gum, the year
of consumption, and the percentart up the appropriate kind of
sandpaper to ust from a chart &pitting use, grades, and materials to
be sanded (320). Another type of task successive two-liature matching.
This task requires the reader to follow directions using a street map to travel from one
locatilm to another (300).'

Arthigand .higheekoek,of. diffice_

*hulk Rind and MR Jungebiut, Latiagy PrOlei4 AmnioecTaistwiduito,
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To paraphrase the findings of the National Young Adult Study in the realm of

the document scale, task difficulty rises as:

i) there :3 an increase in the features or categories within the document
which the respondent has to locate;

ii) the number of possible correct answers in the document escalates (that
is, additional pieces of information may confuse the reader); and,

iii) the question and the answer within the document are not as easily
identified with each other.

In Table 2.3, 91.9 percent of the total number of respondents in the

Mississippi Literacy Assessment were able to function at the selected score of

150. The task listed at the 160 level was to "locate expiration date on driver's

license." At the 200 level, the percent of correct responses dropped to 79.1

percent. The task listed as 211 on the scale wis to "match items on shopping

list to coupons."

Proceeding up the scale to 250, 54.5 percent of respondents answered

correctly. Less than 40 percent of respondents were able to correctly use an

index from an almanac (level 275). At the selected score of 325, only 14.3

percent of respondents gave the correct answer. The highest score of 375 saw

2.2 percent of the adults surveyed responding correctly.

Miosissippi Literacy Assessment
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TABLE 2.3

Percentage of Adult Mississippians Who Scored at or above Selected Points on the Document Scale

Items` Totalb Population'

Use bus schedule to locate appropriate bus for
given departures end arrivals (365,343,334) 2.2(.4) 43,506

6.5(.6) 128,542

Use sandpaper chart to locate appropriate grade I5
given specifications (320)

14.3(1.1) 282,792

Follow directions to travel from one location to
another using msp (300)

26.2(1.6) 518,122

Use index from an almanac (278) 39.8(1.9) 787,070

Locate eligibility from table of employee benefits
(262)

Locate gross pay-to-date on pay stub (257)

Complete check given information on a bill (255) SOO 54.5(1.9) 1,077,772

Locate intersection on street map (249)

Enter date on a deposit slip (221) 68.2(1.7) 1,348,698
...

Match items on shopping list to coupons (211) 79.1(.4) 1,564,253

Enter personal information on job application (196)

Locate movie in TV listing in newspaper (192) 175:. 86.9(1.1) 1,718,603

Locate time of meeting on a form (169)

Locate expiration date on driver's license (160) 1 91.9(.9) 1,817,381

Sign your name (110)



TABLE 2.3, continued

items' lefootal
Stfirta

Whiteb Blackb

s.
Use bua schedule to locate appropriate bum for given departures and 400
arrivals (365, 343,334) 3.2 (.6) .1 (.2)

$10 9.4 (1.0) .3 (.4)

Use sandpaper chart to locate appmpriate grade given specifications 20.0 (1.2) 2.4 (.8)

(320)

Follow directions to travel from one lecation to another using a map 36.5 (1.8) 4.9 (1.1)

(300)

UP' index from an almanac (278) 218 52.8 (1.7) 12.4 (1.9)

Locate eligibility from table of employee benefits (262)

Locate gross pay-to-date on pay stub (257)

Complete a check given information on a bill (255) 454 66.9 (1.8) 28.1 (2.3)

Locate inkemection on street map(249)

Enter date on a deposit slip (221) 224 79.8 (1.6) 43.5 (2.8)

Match items on shopping list to coupons (211) 88.5 (1.1) 59.1 (3.0)

Enter petsonal information on job application (196)

Locate movie in TV listing in newspaper (192) 94.4 (.7) 71.1 (2.9)
..

Locate time of meeting on a form (169)

Locate expiration date on driver's license (160) 97.3 (.6) 80.5 (2.2)

Sign your name (110)



TABLE 2.3, continued

Items'
Education

9-12'
Education

HS'
Education

>He
Education

College"
Grad.

Use bus schedule to locate appropriate bus for
given departures and arrivala (365,343,334) .8(.4) 1.8(.6) 10.0(1.9)

.1(na) .5(.4) 2.8(.8) 8.7(1.3) 22.8(2.2)

Use sandpiper chart to locate appropriate grade
given specifications (320)

.5(0.0) 1.8(.8) 8.9(1.3) 21.1(2.3) 41.1(2.6)

Follow directions to travel from one location to
another using a map (300)

Ana) 6.9(1.5) 20.9(2.1) 40.0(3.1) 61.8(3.2)

Use index from an almanac (278) 3.3(1.1) 14.5(2.1) 38.2(2.6) 59.9(.1) 76.1(2.3)

Locate eligibility from table of employee benefits
(262)

locate gross pay-to.date on pay stub (257)

Complete a check given information on a bill (255) 8.1(2.0) 27.6(3.3) 60.8(2.5) 75.8(2.7) 85.6(2.1)

Locate intersection on street map (249)

Enter date on a deposit slip (221) 18.2(3.5) 49.7(3.6) 74.8(2.0) 88.8(1.8) 93.0(1.9)

Match items on shopping list to coupons (211) 29.2(4.6) 66.8(3.0) 87.4(1.6) 96.3(.9) 97.0(1.3)

Enter personal information on job application (198)

Locate movie on TV listing in newspaper (192) 115 46.7(4.7) 79.6(2.4) 94.1(1.1) 97.6(.8) 100(na)

Locate time c.i" meeting on a form (169)

Locate expiration date on driver's license (160) 100 :. 61.4(4.1) 89.7(1 6) 97.5(.6) 98.9(1.6) 100;na)

Sign your name (110)

'Item number in parentheses refers to a proficiency level; an individual with that score has an 80 percent probability of
responding correctly to that task.

'Number in parentheses is the standard error.
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2.1.5

Comparing the document interpretation abilities of the white and black

respondents to the Mississippi Literacy Assessment proved as significant as

the results in the prose category. While 97.3 percent of whites responded

correctly at the most basic 150 level, 80.5 percent of blacks successfully

performed the same types of tasks. The differences in the black and white

population continue to reveal themselves as the document complexity

increases. At the 250 level where respondents were asked to "complete a check

given information on a bill," there was a 38.8 percent greater success rate

among whites. Whites also performed substantially better at the selected score

of 275 with a 40.4 percent higher correct response rate than blacks. At 325,

the white respondents answered correctly 3.2 percent of the time, while only

.1 percent of blacks answered correctly.

At the 150 level, the proficiency of blacks is 16.8 percent lower than

whites. As the degree of difficulty increases, the correct response rates among

the black population decrease in greater percentages than in the white

population. For example, from levels 175 to 200, white proficiency dropped 5.9

percent while black proficiency went down by 12 percent. These differences

diminished at the upper levels of the document scale.

Document proficiency was also dependent upon educational attainment.

Of respondents with eight or fewer years of schooling, just 61.4 percent could

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
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perform at the 150 level. At the selected score of 175, those who had not

received their high school diplomas but who had some high school education

were completing 79.6 percent of these tasks correctly. High school graduates

had a success rate of 94.1 percent at the same level. By the 200 level there

were distinct differences among those with some high school, high school

graduates, those with some college education, and college graduates. There

was about a 10 percent difference between high school graduates and college

graduates at this selected score. At the 250 level, 8.1 percent of respondents

with 0-8 years of schooling answered correctly compared with 60.8 percent of

high school graduates and 85.6 percent of college graduates. The selected score

of 275 served to further separate respondents' success rates. Here, 76.1

percent of college graduates performed the task correctly compared to 59.9

percent of those with some college, 38.2 percent of high school graduates, 14.5

percent of those with some high school, and 3.3 percent of those with only

grade school education or less. At the 375 level which required respondents

to "use bus schedule to locate appropriate bus for given departures and

arrivals," 10 percent of college graduates performed the task correctly.

The quantitative scores for the Mississippi Literacy Assessment are

seen in Table 2.4. These percentages are indicative of respondents' abilities to

perform mathematics using addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

(Again, these are similar to the requirements in the National Young Adult

Misoinippi Literacy Monument
April 1991
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Study.) The tasks included operations ranging from calculating bank deposits

to determining a tip at a restaurant to determining the amount of interest

charges on a loan. Overall, Mississippians were more likely to respond

correctly to the quantitative tasks than to the prose or document assignments.

At the selected score of 375, for example, the percentages for correct
respondents were 2.5 for prose, 2.2 for documents, and 4.4 for quantitative. At

275, the figures indicate correct responses to be 42.7 percent for prose, 39.8

percent for documents, and 48.4 percent for quantitative. On the quantitative

scale, the greatest proficiency drops come between the levels of 250 and 300.

As with the prose and document scales, there is a considerable

discrepancy between the literacy skills of the white and black populations in

Mississippi. At the lowest level (150) there is a difference of almost 10 percent.

At the level where respondents had to figure a "total bank deposit entry" (233),

86 percent of whites performed the task successfully while only 46.9 percent

of blacks were able to do so. At the selected score of 275, 46 percent more

whites than blacks were able to answer correctly. On the quantitative scale

at 300, 7.4 percent of the blacks surveyed were successful in performing the

tasks; 45.9 percent of white respondents answered correctly. At the highest

score of 375, 6.5 percent of whites surveyed performed the given tasks, with

only .2 percent of blacks making the correct response.

Mississippi Litaracy Assessment
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Quantitative

225 Level Quantitative: 73.4% of Adults (N=1,451,532)

The task that best typifies the lowest level on the quantitative scale
requires totalling two entries on a bank deposit slip (233).*

275 Level Quantitative: 39.8% of Adults (N=957,141)

Tasks estimated to be slightly above the 275 level involve entering
deposits and checks and balancing a checkbook. These range from 281 to
293.*

325 Level Quantitative: 19.8% of Adults (N=391,558)

A task typical of performance at the 325 level requires the reader
to examine a menu to compute the cost of a specified meal and to
determine the correct change from a specified amount (337). The difficulty
of ouch tasks reflects the need to match information and then to apply two
operations in.sequence.*

375 Level Quantitative: 4.4% of Adults (N=87,013)

One task that typifies performance at the 375 level requires the
reader to use a page from a catalogue to fill out an order form, calculate
the cost for a number of items, and total the cost (371). Another task
presents unit pricing information thnilar to that found in a grocer). store;
the reader is required to select the least costly, product (376).*

*Irwin Oath and Ann Jungib1u4 Ulmer Proliks qAm.,a Young Adults, 1986.



TABLE 2.4

Percentage By Race and Education of Adult Mississippians At or Above Selected Points on the Quantitative Scale

Items' Tote Population'

Determine amount of interest charges (ram loan ad (489)

Estimate cost using grocery unit-price labels (376) 4.4(.6) 87,013

Calculate & total costs based on item costs from catalogue (371)

Determine tip given percentage (356) 10.2(.9) 201,711

Plan travel arrangements for meeting using flight schedule (340)

Determine correct change using menu (337) 19.8(1.2) 391,658

33.5(1.6) 662,484

Enter & calculate checkbook balance (293, 289, 281)

Total bank deposit entry (233) 48.4(1.6) 957,141

63.5(1.6) 1,266,753
73.4(1.6) 1,451,532

83.7(1.1) 1,665,221

175 91.0(1.6) 1,799,683

iso 96.8(.8) 1,894,606
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TABLE 2.4, continued

liens'
Sam

White' Black'

Determine amount of interest charges from loan ad (489)

Estimate cost using grocery unitprice labels (376)

Calculate & total costs based on item costs from catalogue (371)

Determine tip given percentage (356)

Plan travel arrangements for meeting using flight schedule
(340)

Determine corrixt change using menu (337)

Enter & calculate checkbook balance (293, 289, 281)

Total bank deposit entry (233)

360

6.5(.8)

14.7(1.2)

28.3(1.7)

45.9(1.8)

63.2(1.9)
77.2(1.6)
86.0(1.1)

93.6(.9)
97.2(Z)
98.1N(.2)

.2(.2)

.9(.5)

2.0(.7)

7.4(1.4)

17.2(1.7)
34.8(2.6)
48.9(2.8)
63.0(2.3)
78.0(2.2)
89.4(1.9)



TABLE 2.4, continued

items'
Education

9-12'
Education Education

> HS"
Education

College'
Grad.

Determine amount of interest charges from loan ad
(489)

Estimate cost wing grocery unit.price labels (376) 2.6(.8) 6.7(1.3) 13.9(2.7)

Calculate & total costa based on item costs from
catalogue (371)

Determine tip given percentage (356) 1.5(.8) 7.6(1.4) 13.9(1.6) 28.6(2.9)

Man travel arrangements for meeting using flight
schedule (340)

Determine correct change using menu (337) 2.6(1.0) 4.7(1.5) 15.3(1.8) 29.5(2.4) 47.5(3.2)

5.9(1.7) 9.2(1.6) 301i(2.1) 49.0(2.9) 70.2(2.1)

Enter & calculate checkbook balance (293, 289, 281)

Total bank deposit entry (233) 11.8(2.6) 24.1(3.2) 47.7(2.2) 68.3(2.2) 82.3(2.0)

18.7(3.1) 40.3(4.3) 68.3(2.1) 85.0(2.1) 91.4(2.0)

29.1(3.4) 64.7(4.1) 80.3(1.7) 91.8(1.6) 95.5(1.6)

200 46.7(4.2) 74.3(2.8) 90.0(1.2) 96.5(1.0) 98.4(.8)

ITO 62.2(4.2) 85.8(2.2) 96.8(1.0) 98.8(.7) Jana)
50 78.8(3.8) 95.0(1.1) 99.0(.8) 99.7(.3) 100(na)

'Item number in parentheses referred to a proficiency level; an individual with that score has an 80 percent probability of
responding correctly to that task.

'Number in parentheses is the standard error.
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Mississippi adults with 0-8 years of schooling were better able to

perform quantitative tasks than prose or document tasks. Correct responses

totaled 78.8 percent at the quantitative 150 level compared with 69.3 percent

prose and 61.4 percent docurient. In Table 2.4, we see that individuals with

eight or fewer years of schooling performed substantially poorer than even

those who had some high school. There is also a jump in ability from those

with some high school to respondents who graduated from high school. This

wide difference occurs first between the 150 and 200 levels and becomes

increasingly evident reading up the table. The major gaps between high school

graduates and those with some college or college degrees began within the 225

range. Here, 80.3 percent of high school graduates answered the questions

correctly and 95.5 percent of college graduates answered correctly. At 325, 2.6

percent of respondents with 0-8 years of education were able to ?erform the

given tasks. An example of a task in this range was to "determine correct

change using menu." (337) At this level, 47.5 percent of college graduates were

ouccessful. Respondents with fewer than 12 years of education were unable to

perform consistently above the 350 level. High school graduates (2.6 percent),

those with some college (6.7 percent), and college graduates (13.9 percent),

however, were better able to answer questions in the 375 range.

Tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 provide readers with a basic yet important

overview of the abilities of Mississippi adults on the prose, document, and

Mississippi Literacy Asseament
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quantitative scales. As described above, it is highly evident that there is a

discrepancy in scores on all three scales in terms of the black and white

population of this state. Additionally, the table format shows clearly the

strong positive effect of education upon performance on the three scales.

Miatimippi Literacy Aseeeminent
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ENDNOTES TO SECTION 2

'Irwin S. Kirsch and Ann Jungeblut, Literacy: Profiks of Amerka'3
Young Adults, Report Number 16-PL-02. (Princeton: Educational Testing
Service, 1986.)

!Ibid.
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[ Section 3. Literacy Projections for Mississippi Counties

The purpose of this section is to eport on a modeling effort that extends

the analysis of the Mississippi Literacy Assessment data to the projection of

county literacy proficiency estimates. Local communities have research and

asseisment needs similar to thc-ke of the state and nation. In some respects,

the need can be more critical since often the more effective programs and

interventions are created, managed, and operated at the local community level.

Unfortunately, the cost of conducting research at the community level can be

extremely expensive. Funds necessary to collect sufficient data to provide

reliable measurement of literacy / .oficiency for each of Mississippi's 82

counties would be several million dollars.

Mississippi lAteracy Assessment
AprI11891
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Local level community-based efforts are the real force in combatting
*teracy. Community organization and volunteers provide us with the

manpower, skills, and patience vital to working with people who need to
improve their literacy skills.

Given the expense, it is unreasonable to expect that sufficient resources

will be forthcoming to provide community-based, direct measures of adult

literacy. Only Oregon and Mississippi have carried out statewide surveys, and

neither of these states has a sample sufficient for direct county measurements.

In the absence of direct measurements, we are not limited to the traditional

use of educational data from the Census as our only source of local literacy

estimates. Data from the Mississippi Literacy Assessment do provide an

additional option. It is possible to develop a multi-variable regression model

for the Mississippi Literacy Assessment sample that can then be used to

project literacy estimates to the county level. This effort can be described as

"a best available information approach" that provides more information than

Mississippi Litarscy Assessment
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simply level of education (as a literacy indicator) but is probably less reliable

than direct literacy assessments.

The projection modeling takes advantage of several data sources. While

direct estimates of county literacy proficiency are not available, there is a great

deal of county information available on other variables. The U.S. Census and

other sources routinely collect and report information on counties resulting in

a wealth of county data. For example, the Monitor Mississippi Laboratory in

the Social Science Research Center at Mississippi State University archives

over 20,000 different variables for Mississippi's 82 counties. Of particular

interest for this modeling approach is the availability of county-based data on

education, race and age. In Table 3.3 , data are reported that reflect county

education level (median years of education), race (proportionate non-black), and

age (adjusted median age). Based on our knowledge of the relationship

between the three variables (education, race and age) and literacy proficiency,

it is possible to construct a predictive equation in which literacy proficiency is

a function of education, race and age. Substantively, we expect those counties

with overall lower levels of education, larger minority populations, and older

populations to have, net of other influences, lower levels of literacy proficiency.

As already stated, however, the lack of county-based estimates of literacy

proficiency does not allow a straight-forward modeling solution.

Mssippi Literacy Assessment
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While the lack of county literacy scores precludes the standard

computation of a regression model that uses education, race, and age to predict

county literacy proficiency, a similar model can be estimated using data from

the Mississippi Literacy Assessment. The assessment data do include

measures of education, race and age that are similar to the county level

measures. More importantly, the study also has direct measures of prose,

document, and quantitative literacy scores. The major difference is that the

model based on Mississippi Literacy Assessment data generates individual-

level rather than county-level estimates.

Y (Literacy Proficiency) = Intercept + b1 (Years of Education) + b2 (Race) + b3 (Age)2

The Mississippi Literacy Assessment data were used to estimate

predictive equations for prose, document and quantitative literacy scores.

Standard multiple regression techniques were employed which regressed

measures of education, race and age on each of the three literacy proficiency

scores. The form of the three models was relatively simple. Education and

race were modeled as linear effects, while age was modeled as an exponential

effect. The selection of an exponential function for age was made because of

the curved relationship between literacy and age. The results of this modeling

are reported in Table 3.1.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
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TABLE 3.1

Regression Models For Prediction of Prose, Document, and
Quantitative Literacy Proficiency

Prose Literacy Proficiency Projection Model

Prose Scores = 152.470 + 8.073 Years of Education + 47.186 Race - .010 Age2

N=1787 R=.709 R2=.501

Document Literacy Proficiency Projection Model

Document Scores = 144.200 + 8.263 Years of Education + 4.148 Race - .012 Age2

N=1787 R=.755 R2=.569

Quantitative Literacy Proficiency Projection Model

uantitative Scores = 162.065 + 7.098 Years of Education + 59.259 Race - .008 Age2

N=1787 R=.713 R2=.508

Mississippi Literacy Aaseirsatent
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Results from the regression equations indicated that the overall

correlation between education, race, and age and literacy scores was relatively

strong. Multiple correlation for the time regression equations ranged from a

coefficient of R=.709 for prose scores to R7-.755 for document scores. Corres-

pondingly, coefficients of determination ranged from R2=.501 for prose scores

to R2=.569 for document scores, indicating that about one-half of the variations

in literacy scores could be associated with (or explained by) the three

independent variables. Finally, an examination of standardized beta

coefficients (not reported here) revealed that education ranked as the strongest

effect on literacy scores, race was ranked as the second strongest, and age was

ranked third.

It is intriguing to speculate about the reasons for the strong relationship

between literacy proficiency and the variables of education, race, and age. One

possible reason is that each of these three indicators serves as a proxy variable

for very important clusters of influences that shape society. Years of education

provide a rough indicator of formal societal investment in human capital. The

race variable (considering that education is controlled) is a rough indicator of

discrimination. The age variable can be seen as a measure of developmental

and cohort effects. Developmental effects are those associated with the social

and biological consequences of maturation and aging. With advancing age,

social expectations and physical ability can produce decreased literacy

Mississippi Litsracy Assessment
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proficiency. Cohort effects, on the other hand, are the effects of different

histories. For example, Mississippians who are over forty-five years of age may

have experienced a different quality of education from those who are younger

than forty-five. This difference in educational history could result in age cohort

effects.

The Mississippi Literacy Assessment derived regression models were

then used as prediction equations for the estimation of county level literacy

scores. These scores are reported in Table 3.3. The logic of this approach

assumes that the same general underlying structure of influences reflected in

the model of individual level data would also hold for aggregate county data.

The estimation procedure was to take the three equations and enter the

equivalent county level estimates for education, race and age. Care was

exercised to use ,similar metrics of measurement. This procedure allowed for

the computation of prose, document, and quantitative scores for each

Mississippi county.

These estimates are consistent with preconceived notions about literacy

in Mississippi. First, counties with comprehensive universities had relatively

high scores. Second, counties that have a reputation for economic development

(coast counties, suburban counties, and industrial growth counties) tended to

have higher scores. Third, poverty counties were found to have the lowest

Mississippi Literacy Asseasment,
April 1991



Chart 3.1 Mississippi Counties with Projected
Prose Literacy Proficiency of 245 or less

1111111111

Hatching = Counties with Prose score equal to or less than 245.

Produced by:
Monitor Laboratory
Social Science Research Center
Mississippi State University



Chart 3.2 Mississippi Counties with Projected
Prose Literacy Proficiency of 250 or less

Hatching = Counties with Prose score equal to or less than 250.

Produced by:
Monitor Laboratory
Sof .1 Science Research Center
Mississippi State University



Chart 3.3 Mississippi Counties with Projected
Prose Literacy Proficiency of 270 or more

Hatching = Counties with Prose score equal to or more than 270.

Produced by:
Monitor Laboratory
Social Science Research Center
Mississippi State University
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scores. In Chart 3.1, Mississippi counties with the lowest prose literacy scores

have been mapped. Please note the predominance of traditional agricultural-

based counties, especially the counties in the Delta region. To a considerable

degree, several problems of literacy have a strong geographic dimension in

Mississippi.

TABLE 3.2

Comparison of Projected Literacy Scores and Direct Measurement of Literacy
Scores for Mississippi

Literacy Scale Projected'
Scores

Measured'
Scores

(Median)

Difference Percent
Accuracy

Prose 265.2 263.1 +2.1 0.9%

Document 260.5 257.4 +3.1 1.2%

Quantitative 273.2 271.3 +1.9 0.7%

'Projected Scores obtained using state level estimates of education, race and age.
'Median Literacy Scores for Mississippi as estimated by the Mississippi Literacy
Assessment sample.

'Measured Means resulted in larger differences in the range of 5 to 7 score points.

The accuracy of the county projections can be assessed further by

contrasting scores for the one population that has both a set of projected

literacy scores and a set of directly measured literacy scores. That population,

of course, is the Mississippi adult population. Table 3.2 provides a contrast of

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
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projected literacy scores derived from the three projection models. These

figures are compared to the median levels of literacy obtained from the

Mississippi Literacy Assessment sample. The difference should be a rough

index of accuracy. In general terms, the projected scores were very close to the

sample medians. There was a slight overestimation in each case. The

magnitude of the difference ranged from only 1.9 to 3.1 scale points. A similar

pattern of results with larger differences was obtained using sample means

(differences ranged from approximately 5 to 7 points). The general impression

is that the modeling approach reported in this section has produced
reasonable" estimates that may modestly overestimate county levels.

In closing this section, a caveat should be included. County literacy

projections are not direct measures and should not be interpreted as
constituting actual measurement; rather they should be treated as only

suggestive of literacy proficiency at the local community level. The approach

has a number of limitations that could adversely affect the reliability of

literacy results. Since the approach relies on multiple regression techniques,

the assumptions and limitations of regression can influence the results. Also,

the approach is f'dsed in part on the use of literacy scores that are developed

from the complex scaling appinach of Item Response Theory. The implications

of this technique on the projections are beyond the scope of this report. Special

attention needs to be given to possible biases in secondary analysis caused by

Mlesimeippi Literacy kiwasament.
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use of background variables in the scaling process. Having stated the

foregoing limitation, it is our opinion that the projection adds to our
understanding of literacy in Mississippi and that the scores have potentially

important policy and program implications for the state.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
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TABLE 3.3

Estimates of Education, Race and Age for Mississippi Counties

COUNTY MEDIAN YEARS
OF EDUCATION

PROPORTIONATE
NON-BLACK

ADJUSTED*
MEDIAN AGE

(ADULT)

Adams 12.2 .51 41.00

Alcorn 11.9 .89

Amite 10.9 .52 41.80

Attala 10.8 .61 44.60

Benton 9.8 .62 40.50

Bolivar 11.1 .37 36.10

Calhoun 11.0 .75 43.30

Carroll 10.1 .55 42.20

Chickasaw 11.4 .64 41.00

Choctaw 10.8 .72 41.80

Claiborne 11.8 .25 36.20

Clarke 11.2 .65 42.20

Clay 12.0 .50 39.20

Coahoma 10.7 .36 37.80

Copiah 11.3 .51 40.10

Covington 10.8 .65 41.20

De Soto 12.2 .82 39.60

Forrest 12.4 .72 39.0"

Franklin 11.6 .63 43.10



TABLE 3.3, continued 3.13

COUNTY MEDIAN YEARS
OF EDUCATION

PROPORTIONATE
NON-BLACK

ADJUSTED*
MEDIAN AGE

(ADULT)

George 12.1 .90 39.90

Greene 12.0 .80 40.10

Grenada 11.8 .58 41.10

Hancock 12.2 .89 42.40

Harrison 12.5 .79 39.10

Hinds 12.7 .54 39.60

Holmes .9.9 .29 37.50

Humphreys 9.8 .34 36.70

lssaquena 9.6 .44 36.90

Itawamba 9.9 .93 44.00

Jackson 12.4 .80 38.70

Jasper 12.0 .51 41.00

Jefferson 9.4 .18 37.60

Jefferson Davis 10.8 .46 40.00

Jones 12.2 .77 42.60

Kemper 11.0 .45 41.00

Lafayette 12.4 .73 37.80

Lamar 12.4 .88 39.40

Lauderdale 12.3 .68 41.40

Lawrence 11.8 .69 40.50

Leake 10.8 .61 43.50

Lee 12.3 .79 41.70

bj



TABLE 3.3, continued 3.14

COUNTY MEDIAN YEARS PROPORTIONATE
OF EDUCATION NON-BLACK

ADJUSTED*
MEDIAN AGE

(ADULT)

Leflore 10.8 .40 37.70

Lincoln 12.2 .70 41.70

Lowndes 12.3 .65 38.40

Madison 12.2 .44 38.30

Marion 11.8 .70 41.10

Marshall 10.6 .46 37.70

Monroe 11.2 .70 41.70

Montgomery 10.5 .59 44.40

Neshoba 11.5 .71 42.30

Newton 12.1 .70 44.20

Noxubee 9.9 .35 38.40

Oktibbeha 12.7 .65 35.30

Panola 10.2 .51 39.90

Pearl River 12.2 .85 40.90

Perry 12.1 .78 39.70

Pike 12.1 .56 41.30

Pontotoc 11.2 .84 43.40

Prentiss 10.7 .89 43.00

Quitman 9.4 .44 38.60

Rankin 12.4 .81 41.00

Scott 11.0 .65 41.00

Sharkey 10.4 .34 36.60

b .1



TABLE 3.3, continued 3.15

COUNTY MEDIAN YEARS
OF EDUCATION

PROPORTIONATE
NON-BLACK

ADJUSTED*
MEDIAN AGE

(ADULT)

Simpson 12.0 .69 41.50

Smith 12.0 .79 42.40

Stone 12.3 .77 39.60

Sunflower 10.2 .38 37.70

Tallahatchie 9.5 .42 38.50

Tate 11.9 .61 38.60

Tippah 11.0 .84 43.20

Tishomingo 11.0 .96 44.90

Tunica 8.7 .27 35.70

Union 11.2 .86 44.20

Walthall 11.5 .59 41.00

Warren 12.3 .62 40.30

Washington 12.0 .44 38.10

Wayne 11.1 .66 39.10

Webster 11.7 .80 46.10

Wilkinson 10.7 ,33 41.30

Winston 11.2 .60 42.60

Yalobusha 11.0 62 43.21k

Yazoo 11.2 .48 40.30

7q115-d-r-th"-nean liii"7"-wii-EFFIVerbriTiiififiTrillTe state
Mississippi Literacy Assessment sample median age. This difference was then used
to adjust upward each county median estimate to reflect an adult rather than total age
population.
Source: Southern Growth Policies Board County Data File
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TABLE 3.4

Projection Of Literacy Proficiency for Mississippi Counties'

COUNTY POPULATION PROSE DOCUMENT QUANTITATIVE
1985 ESTIMATE ESTIMATE ESTIMATE

Adams 39546 258.33 252.58 264.90

Alcorn 33042 271.76 268.18 283.52

Amite 13431 247.64 241.58 255.70

Attala 19269 248.43 242.46 258.01

Benton 8627 244.50 239.14 254.67

Bohvar 45144 246.53 240.35 251.86

Calhoun 15468 257.72 252.98 268.59

Carroll 9538 241.98 235.87 251.17

Chickasaw 18109 257.80 252.78 266.68

Choctaw 9006 256.06 251.35 266.59

Claiborne 12188 246.39 239.47 249.58

Clarke 16992 255.79 250.62 265.17

Clay 21939 257.44 251.84 263.79

Coahoma 35740 241.32 234.70 247.05

Copiah 26520 251.86 246.10 259.22

Covington 26598 253.54 248.48 263.21

De Soto 59790 273.89 270.50 283.98

Forrest 68225 271.54 267.63 280.22

Franklin 8725 257.18 251.77 266.01

George 16154 276.85 273.98 288.09



TABLE 3.4, continued 3.17

COUNTY POPULATION PROSE DOCUMENT QUANTITATIVE
1985 ESTIMATE ESTIMATE ESTIMATE

Greene 9557 270.92 267.27 281.02

Grenada 21933 258.27 252.91 266.08

Hancock 30083 275.07 271.73 286.42

Harrison 168858 275.25 271.78 284.60

Hinds 258267 264.99 259.78 271.28

Holmes 23610 231.85 224.65 237.50

Humphreys 14155 234.25 227.52 240.56

Issaquena 2312 237.18 231.08 244.92

Itawamba 20494 256.85 253.06 271.10

Jackson 125654 275.45 272.12 285.03

Jasper 17549 256.50 250.68 263.21

Jefferson 9057 222.71 214.66 227.58

Jefferson 14539 245.47 239.27 252.68
Davis

Jones 63669 268.98 264.73 278.83

Kemper 10270 245.81 239.42 252.83

Lafayette 31377 272.54 268.82 281.10

Lamar 26493 278.79 275.93 289.46

Lauderdale 78666 266.60 261.95 275.12

Lawrence 13094 263.93 259.44 272.99

Leake 19246 249.75 244.02 259.26

Lee 60751 271.78 267 88 281.73

Lel lore 42501 244.41 238.15 250.60

Lincoln 31018 266.48 261.90 275.38



TABLE 3.4, continued 3.18

COUNTY POPULATION PROSE DOCUMENT QUANTITATIVE
1985 ESTIMATE ESTIMATE ESTIMATE

Lowndes 59161 267.67 263.31 275.48

Madison 47778 256.94 251.10 262.26

Marion 26948 263.79 259.24 273.01

Marshall 32211 245.73 239.86 252.87

Monroe 36894 258.63 253.90 268.56

Montgomery 12971 245.37 239.26 255.01

Neshoba 24533 260.83 256.10 270.63

Newton 20158 263.76 258.77 273.16

Noxubee 12981 234.18 227.28 240.71

Oktibbeha 36854 273.07 269.22 280.08

Panola 29392 242.89 236.91 251.22

Pearl River 38539 274.25 270.85 284.86

Perry 10404 271.21 267.52 280.95

Pike 37305 259.64 254.18 266.96

Pontotoc 21997 263.75 259.70 275.60

Prentiss 24783 262.35 258.61 275.21

Quitman 11192 234.09 227.67 242.18

Rankin 78676 273.99 270.35 283.96

Scott 25417 255.03 249.99 264.40

Sharkey 7951 239.21 232.62 244.94

Simpson 24274 264.78 260.17 273.79

Smith 15056 268.46 264.35 278.72

Stui le 9951 272.24 268.50 281.60



TABLE 3.4, continued 3.19

COUNTY POPULATION PROSE DOCUMENT QUANTITATIVE
1985 ESTIMATE ESTIMATE ESTIMATE

Sunflower 36608 238.33 231.77 244.78

Tallahatchie 16435 234.31 227.82 242.12

Tate 21113 262.45 257.71 270.19

Tippah 18923 262.25 258.19 274.25

Tishomingo 18049 266.29 262.75 279.95

Tunica 9465 222.64 215.35 229.03

Union 21987 263.91 259.85 276.09

Walthall 13754 256.18 250.82 264.34

Warren 51863 264.63 259.74 272.28

Washington 71309 255.38 249.52 260.85

Wayne 20205 258.16 253.56 267.40

Webster 10420 263.54 258.83 274.82

Wilkinson 10389 237.37 230.02 243.24

Winston 19176 253.14 247.56 261.98

Yalobusha 13261 251.70 246.08 261.00

Yazoo 27307 249.48 243.46 256.59

'Projections are not based on direct measurement but rather are produced by modeling.
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Section 4. Group Differences in Literacy Proficiency

The Mississippi Literacy Assessment data can be used to contrast the

literacy differences among the major demographic and social subgroups of the

Mississippi population. An understanding of these subgroup differences is

important in defining and describing the magnitude of literacy problems in the

state. Policy debate can benefit from knowledge of subgroup variations since

this information can be of great value in selecting programmatic approaches,

identifying population needs, and targeting interventions. Our analysis of

subgroup differences generally follows the format of The Subtle Danger:

Reflections on the Literacy Abilities of America's Young Adults.' A parallel

reading of this section with The Subtle Danger will allow the reader to compare

patterns found in the Mississippi data with those found in the National Young

Adult Study.

Miasinippi Literacy Amassment.
April 1991
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TABLE 4.1

Mean Literacy &ores for
Mississippi Adults by Sex'

Scale Total
(N-1793)

Female
(N-939)

Male
(N.851)

Prose 258(2.2) 261(2.5) 255(3.0)

Document 253(2.8) 249(3.0) 257(3.3)

Quantitative 268(2.4) 264(2.3) 272(3.1)

'Number in parentheses is s'.andard error estimate

Mississippi 1.;teracy Assessment
April, 1991
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In Table 4.1, mean sc%-es for prose, document, and quantitative scales

are presented for the Mississippi adult population divided by sex. The

implication of these data is that male and female Mississippians vary little in

their literacy skills. Our assessment using these four indicators of literacy

resulted in no differences larger than seven points. (This i tiding of similar

literacy skills for men and women also was observed in the NAEP literacy

assessment.) The implication is that Mississippi men and women are equally

prepared (or equally unprepared) in their general literacy abilities.

Differences by age were also examined. These age-linked literacy data

are very interesting since there are few cross sectional data that directly link

measurements of literacy to a broad spectrum of adult-aged groupings. To our

knowledge, the Mississippi Literacy Assessment and the parallel study

conducted in Oregon are the only ones that have data available using direct

measurement of the type developed by ETS. The Mississippi sample was

divided into six age groupings of ten-year intervals. Substantial differences

were observed among these age groups as indicated by the difference in mean

literacy scores (Table 4.2). In general terms, young adults (15-24 years) had

literacy scores somewhat above the state average; the scores increased for the

25-34 age group and peaked for the 35-44 age group; and from that point on,

literacy scores dropped off markedly. The 65 and over group had mean scores

that were substantially less than the peak group. For example, mean prose

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April. 1991
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scores for the 65 and over group were 79 points lower than for the 35-44 age

group. Similar differences of 83 points for document skills and 67 points for

quantitative skills also were obtained. Such differences are substantial, and

the magnitude of the difference indicates important age-linked skill level

differences. If we use the population mean as a reference point, it is clear that

Mississippi adults younger than 45 scored above the state average in all scales.

On the other hand, those older than 45 are more likely to score below the state

average. The elderly were most likely to score slthstantially below that figure.

The reason for this age-linked pattern is not easily determined. At least

two types of explanations can be set forth. First, we know that literacy ability

is strongly related to education. It is possible that the patterns observed are

the result of cohort effects where the quality and extent of education differed

substantially for different age cohorts. Such an argument would imply that

middle-aged Mississippians had received better education (in terms of literacy

training) than either younger age groups or older age groups. If such a cohort

influence does exist, it might best be referred to as a "baby boom" effect, since

the peak scores are for adults in that age category. The argument would be

that baby boomers received better literacy education.

MIssimippl Literacy Assessment
April, 1991
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TABLE 4.2

Mean Literacy Scores of
Mississippi Adults by Ago'

15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54I 55-64 65+
Scale (N=294) (N=375) (N35358) (N=250) (N=197) (na316)

Prose 264(3.8) 274(3.9) 289(3.9) 261(4.1) 236(7.9) 211(3.6)

Document 264(5.0) 2713.8) 281(4.0) 252(4.0) 236(5.6) 198(4.4)

Quantitative 272(4.5) 281(4.1) 297(3.7) 267(3.6) 2:0(6.1) 229(4.0)

'Number in parentheses is standard error estimate

Mlysissippi Literacy Assessment
April, 1991
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TABLE 4.3

Mean Literacy Scores for
Mississippi Adults by Race'

Scale Total
(N=1791)

W:dte
(N=1197)

Black
(N=576)

Prose 258(2.2) 278(1.6) 219(3.7)

Document 253(2.8) 274(2.4) 208(3.4)

Quantitative 268(2.4) 290(2.2) 221(3.0)

'Number in parentheses is standard error estimate

MlosissIppi Literacy Auesoment.
April, 1991
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A second interpretation is that these results are a consequence of a

ma iration process. According to the developmental thesis, individuals acquire

and add to their literacy skills to a point in early middle age. After that

period the detrimental effects of aging come into play leading to a gradual

decrease in literacy ability. After about age 65, this pattern continues, but the

rate of literacy loss increases with marked diminishment of literacy ability.

Differences by race found in the Mississippi Assessment data are

presented in Table 4.3. Data are presented only for white and black subgroups

because the numbers of Hispanics, Native Americans, and Asian Americans are

so small in the Mississippi population that the sample did not include enough

of these groups to provide accurate estimates. There is a clear i:attern in the

data. Black Mississippians score considerably lower on all measures of

literacy. The m agnitude of the race difference is substantial with black

Mississipiai adults scoring approLimately 50 to 60 points lower than whites.

A similar pattern for national data was found in the NAEP young adult survey.

In assessing the sharp racial differences in literacy performance, it is

important to remember that Mississippi has the largest percentage black

population in the nation. Estimates indicate that the 1990 black population

is approximately 36-37 percent of the state population. To the policymaker and

the program provider, the sharp racial differences are significant. A major

Mississippi Literacy Amassment
April, 1991
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segment of the state's population has severe adult literacy problems which are

in some fashion associated with race.

Table 4.4 depicts the Mississippi Literacy Assessment data in terms of

mean literacy scorea for Mississippi adults for each level of educational

attainment. The scores here are very telling. Adults with 8 or fewer years of

schooling scored considerably lower than those with more schooling. For

example, individuals with 0-8 years of education scored an average of 81 points

less on all three scales than high school graduates. Those who had some high

s.,chool education also scored an average of 36 points lower than high school

graduates. On the upper end of the educational spectrum, the mean literacy

scores for college graduates are an average of 51 points higher than those of

high school giaduates. "he most profound differences were found in the

literacy scores of college grautiates and individuals with 0-8 years of education.

Those with college degrees scored an average of 132 points higher over the

three scales than those with only grade school levels of education. Prose scores

were 134 points higher, document scores were 141 point:, higher, and

quantitative scores were 121 points higher.

MIIlppI Literacy Amerament
April, 1991
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TABLE 4.4

Mean Literacy Scores for Mississippi
Adults by Years of Education'

Scale 0-8
Education

9-12
Education

HS
Education

> HS
Education

College
Graduaie

Prose 179(4.3) 229(3.4) 262(2.6) 287(2.7) 313(2.6)

Document 170(4.7) 220(3.6) 258(2.7) 284(3.3) 311(3.2)

Quantitative 200(5.1) 234(3.8) 272(2.4) 297(2.7) 321(3.5)

'Number in parentheses is standard error estimate

MIseirippi Literacy Amemment
April, 1991
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Table 4.5 presents the mean prose scores of Mississippi adults by race

and years of education. These scores indicate that there is a significant

variation between the white and black population in Mississippi, even when

their educational attainment levels are similar. The white population scored

consistently higher than the black population. White adults with eight or

fewer years of schooling scored 54 points higher than blacks with the sart e

educational level. The pattern continues at the other educational levels. In

the categories of those with some high school, those with high school diplomas

and those with some college, whites scored from 32 to 39 points higher than

blacks. Astonishingly enough, there was an even greater difference among the

white and black population of individuals with college degrees. White college

graduates scored 51 points higher than black adults with the same status.

Within the realm of this study, the reasons for these substantial differences

can only be speculated. While the mean prose scores of blacks did increase

with years of schooling, they did not rise as significantly as the scores of whites

(with the exneption of blacks with 0.8 years of schooling as compand tP those

with some high school). Thus, the positive effect of educational level6 upon

literacy levels is not as strong among the black population. Other factors are

at work in the dynamics of literacy among Mississippi adults.

Mississippi LJtersey Assessment
April. 1991



TABLE 4.5

Mean Prose &ores of Mississippi
Adults by Race and Years of School'

Years of School Total
Completed (N.1788)

0-8 Education 179(4.3)

9-12 Eduraton 229(3.4)

HS Education 262(2.6)

> HS Education 287(2.7)

College Graduate 313(2.6)

White7
(Na1197)

4.11

207(4.8) 153(5.2)

243(4.1) 211(6.2)

274(2.2) 236(4.9)

296(2.6) 257(6.1)

323(2.9) 272(6.9)

Nnmber in parentheses is standard error estimate

Mississippi Literacy Amemment
April, 1991
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The sharp differences in literacy ability among black and white adult

Mississippians most likely results from a number of important social and

economic factors. Educational attainment, segregated schools, parental social

class, and disciminaton in the workplace are examples of factors that could

partially explain such differences. W hile it is beyond the scope of this report

to attempt a detailed study of the racial differences, a limited analysis was

conducted to inwstigate the importance of educational level on literacy

performance. It can be demonstrated that the level of educational attainment

(usually measured in years of school completed) has a strong positive effect

upon literacy level. It also is known that there are large racial differences in

the level of educational attainment. On average, white adults have completed

more years of formal education than have black adults. This pattern is true

both for the national and Mississippi populations. This analysis, however, does

not determine to what extent the differences in educational attainment account

for the differences in black/white levels of literacy.

In recent years, there has been a growing body of research on the

process through which families pass on social, economic, educational, and other

status variables to their children. Research on the intergenerational transfer

of status has identified such factors as mental ability, significant other

influences, academic performance, and early educational attainment as key

Mississippi Lksnocy Amsessment
April, 1991
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intervening influences in the transfer of status from une generation to the next.

Kirsch and Jungeblue report that the scores of young adults on each of the

literacy scales were associated. with the level of educational attainment of

parents.

A similar pattern occurred in the Mississippi Literacy Assessment

Project. In Table 4.6, mean scores are tabulated by mother's educational level.

Generally mean scores increased with increased level of mother's education.

Individuals whose parents' educational level was eight years or less had

greatly reduced literacy scores. Respondents whose mothers were high school

graduates scored substantially higher than those whose mothers had 0-8 years

of schooling. Over the three scales of prose, document, and quantitative skills,

respondents scored an average of 54 points higher if their mothers had

completed high school. There also was a noticeable difference between the

scores of aiose individuals whose mothers had graduated from college and

those whose mothers were high school graduates. Children whose mothers

received college degrees averaged eleven points higher on all three scales. The

most apparent discrepancy in scores is found when comparing respondents

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April, 1991
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TABLE 4.6

Mean Literacy Scores and the
Level of Mother's Education'

Scale 1 0-8
Education

9-12
Education

HS
Education

> HS
Education

College
Graduate

Prose 236(3.8) 260(2.9) 287(3.1) 304(5.6) 297(6.1)

Document 227(3.4) 254(3.3) 286(3.1) 299(5.4) 297(5.9)

Quantitative 245(3.9) 269(3.5) 297(2.8) 305(4.8) 310(5.7)

Number in parentheses is standard error estimate

Mississippi Litersay Assessment
April, 1991
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whose mothers had eight or fewer years of schooling with those whose mothers

were college graduates. Individuals whose mothers were college graduates

scored an average of 65 points higher than those whose mothers had only

grade school levels of education. The differences in prose, document, and

quantitative scores were 61 points, 70 points, and 65 points, respectively.

It is probable that the influence of parental status on subsequent

literacy levels of their children when they become adults can be associated with

the number of intervening influences. Parents with higher levels of education

are more apt to have reading materials present in the home (Kirsch and

Jungeblut, 1986), are more apt to provide parental encouragement for higher

levels of educational achievement, are more likely to engender in their children

both higher aspirations and expectations for educational and occupational

attainment, and are more likely to provide financial resources for continued

educational attainment.

It seems reasonable that literacy skills could also be included in this

intergenerational process as both a mediating and outcome variable. Venezky

et al, (1987) refer to the complexity of the relationship between the literacy and

educational attainment as not being simply unidirectional but instead mutually

reili,orcing. Their argument is simply that in one respect individuals who

exert more effort and spend more time in schooling activities will develop

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
Arril. 1991
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higher level literacy skills. On the other hand, individuals with higher level

literacy skills will have greater success in schooling activities and thus will be

more inclined to seek higher levels of educational attainment. This strong

relationship between literacy skills and educational attainment has already

been observed in the Mississippi Literacy Assessment data.

The foregoing analysis of social status implies that lower literacy scores

are associated with lower levels of educational attainment which also suggests

a linkage with poverty. Table 4.7 depicts the impacts of more direct measures

of poverty. In this table, mean scores are provided for Mississippi adults who

reported receiving no government assistance and those who reported receiving

any government assistance. Approximate'y one-third of the sample said that

they received government assistance. The group who did receive government

assistance had mean scores approximately thirty to forty points lower than the

no-government-assistance group. The government assistance group was

further divided by those who received food stamps; Women, Infant, Children

(WIC) payments; and Aid for Families with Dependent Children (AFDC).

Rates for the food stamp group were even more divergent from those not

receiving government assistance with literacy scores generally about 60 points

lower. These data closely link poverty and sower levels of literacy skills.

Missirippi Literacy Aseessment
April, 1991
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TABLE 4.7

Literacy Scores as Related to Government Assistance'

Scale

INo Any

Assistance Assistance

Food

Stamps WIC AFDC

Prose 270(2.4) 234(3.7) 219(5.7) 236(4.9) 227(6.5)

Document 267(2.8) 225(3.8) 208(5.2) 239(4.1) 218(5.7)

Quantitatiw, 281(2.7) 242(3.8) 224(5.4) 243(4.7) 225(6.1)

'Number in parentheses is standard error estimate

Mississippi LI Wm" Assismsent
April, 1951
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When this finding is taken into account in concert with the previous set

of findings on intergenerational mobility, there is good reason to be concerned

about the future of the Mississippi populatiln. The Mississippi Literacy

Assessment indicates that Mississippians with lower levels of educational

attainment will be more apt to transmit low educational attainment to their

children. Furthermore, there is good reason to believe that these lower levels

of attainment will result in both lower literacy skills and a higher dependency

on government assistance. At this point, the data give great insight into the

processes that create and transmit poverty. These forces are now operating

and most likely will shape significantly the future adult population of

Mississippi unless there are significant and far reaching interventions. At tbis

point in the analysis of literacy differences among subgroups in the Mississippi

population, we identified several strong relationships. Three of these are of

special interest for the present analysis. First, we have observed an
association between race and literacy levels in which white adult scores were

substantially higher than black adult scores. Second, parental education was

also found to be associated with differences in literacy scores where those

respondents whose parents had higher levels of education tended to have high

literacy scores. Third, there was also a strong relationship with respondents'

level of education and the level of their literacy scores. An interesting question

can be posed concerning how these variables relate among themselves within

the context of an intergenerational process.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April, 1991
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In Figure 4.8, we have presented a particular analytic model that

structures these influences in a causal sequence consistent with an
intergenerational transfer of status. The particular model hypothesizes a

series of interesting research questions. First, it hypothesizes that the effects

of parental education on adult literacy can be explained in terms of two

primary influences. These are direct influences between parental education

and literacy and an indirect influence through subject's education where

subject's education is seen as en intervening or mediating variable. The

particular model is also structured to analyze the effects of race on literacy

proficiency in terms of both direct and indirect influences. Three path models

were developed that alternately assess the impact of these influences on prose,

document, and quantitative literacy.

The overall results of the three models follow a similar pattern. First,

the total association of parental education upon respondent's literacy levels

tended to fall in the range of .40-.50 levels of correlation. When the

correlations are decomposed in the path analysis, approximately one-half of the

effect was indirect through subject's education. In substantive terms, this

finding is consistent with a causal sequence in which parents with higher

levels of education encourage and facilitate their children's efforts to achieve

higher levels of education, which in turn is translated into higher levels of

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
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literacy proficiency. We were able to detect an ordered intergenerational

sequence for these variables.

The path model was less successful in explaining the effects of race

upon literacy scores. The degree of association between race and literacy was

of about the same magnitude as that for parental education (.40-.50 range).

However, within the structure of the path model, the majority of the effects

remain direct. The lack of a mediating effect of respondent's education needs

to be addressed. There are a number of possibilities that can explain this

outcome. It is possible that level of education between blacks and whites may

not measure equal educational experiences between black and white adults in

Mississippi. We may be comparing among older Mississippians the
consequences of a segregated educational system. It is also possible that white

families ire better able to transmit status advantages to their children than

can black families. In other words, if a society discriminates on the basis of

race, the impact of that discrimination may take precedence over social class

differences in the intergenerational transfer of social currency.

Mississippi literacy Aseessment
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TABLE 4.8

4.21

Path Model for 'rose Literacy

Mother's Education

Race

.127

.148

.478
Subject's Education ) Prose Literacy

.280

R2B.684*

Ir=.467

Decomposition of Effects

Total
Association of

Prose
Variable Literacy Direct Indirect Spurious

Mother's Education .421 (100%) .148 (35%) .202 (48%) .071 (17%)

Race .414 (100%) .280 (68%) .061 (15%) .073 (18%)

*For Prose Literacy

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April, 1991



TABLE 4.9

Path Model for Document Literacy

Mother's Education
.175

.423

.208 Subject's Education

.127

.314

4.22

.,-- Prose Literacy

Rie.723*
Irs.572

Decomposition of Effects

Variable

Mother's Education

Race

Total
Association of

Document
Literacy

.456 (100%)

.454 (100%)

*For Document Literacy

Direct Indirect Spurious

.175 (38%) .203 (45%) .078 (17%)

.314 (69%) .061 (13%) .078 (17%)

Mitniseippi Literacy Assessment
April, 1991
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TABLE 4.10

Path Model for Quantitative Literacy

M3ther's Education

.424X1

Subject's Education

Race

.127

.145

.378

4.23

> Prose Literacy

R.g.686*
leat.471

Decomposition of Effects

Variable

Mother's Education

Race

Total
Association of
Quantitative

Literacy Direct In rdirect Spurious

.413 (100%) .145 (35%)

.499 (100%) .378 (76%)

.178 (43%) .090 (22%)

.053 (11%) .067 (13%)

*For Quantitative Literacy

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April, 1991
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i----Section 5. Literacy and the Workplace
ImINO

5.1

One of the most profound changes in the American workplace is the

increasing information requirements predicated by the infusion of high

technology into everyday use. Microprocessor technology, for instance, can be

found everywhere from the grocery checkout stand to robotics in the factory.

Other technolcjies also are finding their way into virtually every niche of the

ldoor force. This transition is no less true in Mississippi today and will

increasingly be so in the foreseeable future.

The ne, impact of these subtle yet profound shifts in the contemporary

world is what Alvin Tomer' calls the "powershift." He is referring to the new

workplacr. in which information is the cornerstone of competitive economic

activity. In Toffler's future, literacy leve: in the workplace will become the

rizime factor for a state like Mississippi to successfully participate in the

cl-anging rules of this new e-on.omic game

Oiaeliieippi Literacy Areeennent
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How does the Mississippi work force fare in its ability to process

information in terms of documents, writing, and quantitative manipulations?

This section examines the patterns of literacy performance in the Mississippi

workplace in several steps. First, a demographic profile of adults active in the

state's labor force is presented. Second, literacy proficiency for those active in

the labor force is compared to those not active in employment. These literacy

scores also are compared across major occupational groups in the state. Third,

I e specific literacy skills that Mississippi Literacy Assessment respondents

who are active in the labor force perceive to be of importance in their jobs are

described. Finally, the specific information-processing activities that are used

in the Mississippi labor force by Mississippi Literacy Assessment respondents

are presented. These skills are delineated by major occupational groups so

that the variety of information-handling patterns existing in the workplace can

be readily ascertained.

Ir. rable 5.1, a demographic profile of those active in the Mississippi

labor force shows a pattern that is very consistent with other studies of siti.h

participation. More men than women are active in ç..id employment. Working

patterns by age represent the well-known employment rate curveparticipation

Mississippi Literacy Amassment
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TABLE 5.1

Demographic Profile of Active Mississippi Labor Force

Labor Force
Active

Nm(1126)
(Percent)

Other

Nat(665)
(Percent)

Total

N-(1791)
(Percent)

Sex

Males 73 1 26.9 47.5

Females 53.6 46.4 62.5

Age

15-24 63.3 36.7 16.4

25-34 81.0 19.0 20.9

35-44 79.1 20.9 20.0

45-54 75.0 25.0 13.9

55-64 53.7 46.3 11.0

65-75 18.8 81.2 17.7

Race

White 64.0 36.0 66.9

Black 60.5 39.5 32.2

Education

0-8 years 32.3 67.7 13.4

9-12 years 49.9 50.1 19.5

HS Grad. 66.4 33.6 29.0

Some College/Jr. 75.9 24.1 21.7
College

College Graduate 80.4 19.6 16.4

Marital Status

Single 65.6 34.4 19.2

Married 67.4 32.6 60.2

Separated 63.2 36.8 11.7

Widowed 20.5 79.5 7.8

Source: Mississippi Adult Literacy Survey

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April 1991
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is highest in the 25-to-54 age range and lower among other age groups,

especially after age 65. Whites are slightly more likely than blacks to be active

participants in the labor force, by about 3.5 per .nt on the average.

The linkage of the lack of a high school diploma with lower labor force

participation rates is very evident in Table 5.1. Only one-third of those with

less than 8 years of schooling are active, and this amount increases to about

one-half for those with some high school completed. However, fully two-thirds

of the high school graduates and three-fourths of those with some collrtge

experience are actively employed in the labor force. This percentage increases

to 80 percent amorig the college graduates.

With the shiffing patterns of household livir g arrangements in the U.S.

being an important social change during the decade of the 1980s, it is

surprising to find that marital status is only slightly related to labor force

participation. There is virtue:. no difference among those who are single,

married, or separated in their participation rates as about two-thirds of each

respective group are active employees. Only those who are widowed report

lower employment rates, a situation that seems clearly a function of age.

Miselrippi Literacy Assessment
April 1991
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From this demographic profile, it is clear that education is the most

powerful factor among those variables contained in Table 5.1 in differentiating

labor force participation status. It is followed by gender and age.

How do those Mississippi adults who are active in the labor force

compare with those who are not active in terms of their literacy proficiency?

In Table 5.2, the average literacy scores for prose, documents, and quantitative

skills are shown by employment status. In each case, literacy proficiency is

positively related to being in the labor force. Those who are active in the labor

force score about 40 points higher in prose literacy, 50 points higher in

handling documents, and about 40 points on the average in mathematical

manipulation sklls.

A similar question is explored in Table 5.3 which profiles average

literacy proficiency scores by major occupational groups: professional-technical

and managerial, clerical and sales, foreman-skilled, unskille I, and other

workers. The clearest pattern in this table is the near-perfect ordering of the

average literacy scores across these =Or occupational groups. Those in the

professional-technical-managerial group score the highest, followed by clerical-

sales, skilled, and unskilled workers. The "othee category, being a residual

group, tends to score closest to the clerical-sales occupational group. It is ivq,

Mississippf Literacy Assessment
April 1991
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TABLE 5.2

Mean Literacy Proficiency Score for Active Labor Porce and Other
Mississippians

Scale Active Labor Force Not active
N=(1126) N=(665)

Prose Score 272 234

Document Score 270 224

Quantitative Score 282 244

Miallanippi Literacy Arsomment .
April 1991



TABLE 5.3

Mean Literacy Proficiency for Major Occupational Categories*

Proft Tech Clerical Foreman Unskilled Other
Scale Managerial Sales Skilled

N=(328) (N=193) 14.(290) N=(232) N=(44)

Prose Scale 304 285 257 235 281

Document Scale 299 283 254 231 288

Quantitative Scale 311 292 269 244 302

*There were 1126 participints classified as labor force active. Of these, there were
39 cases of missing occupational information.

Mississippi Literacy Asqcsasnent
April UM
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entirely surprising that those workers who are in professional, technical, or

managerial occupations show much higher literacy proficiency than the "blue-

collar" occupations. This is the same pattern that clerical-sales workerd exhibit

but on a smaller scale. The distinction between the skilled and unskified

occupations is also sharp. The capacity to handle writing tasks, process

information found in standard document form, and use mathematical
procedures to handle quantitative information is found in greater degrees

among skilled rather than unskilled employ-es in Mississippi's work force.

While these patterns of literacy proficiency scores are telling features

of the linkage of adult literacy to the workplace, what specific skills are most

important to these mAjor occupational groups in Mississippi? Table 5.4 shows

a breakdown of eleven specific information-processing activities by occupational

group. The figure displayed in this table is the percentage of respondents

rating each activity as "important," "pretty important," or "very important" to

their jobs.

What is striking about these figures is how varied the importance of

these tasks is across occupational categories. The professilnal-technical-

managerial group considers all of these activities as important to their job

requirements. Clerical-sales workers view most of them as important, while the

skilled workers indicate tint many are important. The unskilled workers

Mlasigrippi Waracy Asoesament
April 1991
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TABLE 5.4

Importance of Specific Literacy Skills to Job Performance*

Pre0 Tech
Managerial

Clerical
Sales

Foreman
Skilled

Unskilled

Reading 98.5% 94.9% 85.8% 67.9%

Writing 97.6%. 92.0% 79.1% 65.2%

Math 94.9% 91.7% 82.5% 61.4%

Talking 98.9% 97.8% 96.3% 85.7%

Listening 99.1% 98.4% 97.6% 92.6%

Solve Problems 99.0% 96.nff 93.1% 81.1%

New Ideas 95.2% 85.ti% 78.6% 63.8%

Work with others 98.8% 98.3% 95.9% 90.7%

Planning 92.8% 83.7% 85.4% 70.5%

Organizing 99.2% 94.1% 86.7% 74.8%

Leading 92.6% 76.2% 74.7% 79.5%==lisssmin" 4====r..
'Percentage reflects respondents who indicated that the skill was important, pretty important or very
impoKant to their job performance.

Mirmissippi Literacy Amassment
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report that some of these activities are important to their job requirements. On

the one hand, there is a sharp contrast between professional-caliber workers,

who must process information in a wide variety of ways, and unskilled

employees, who indicate that it is largely through interacting with others that

is important to their work life. One area in which this is evident is in the three

traditional basic skills of reading, writing, and math. Over 90 percent of those

in either the professional or clerical-sales groups rate these traditional literacy

areas as important to their job activities. By contrast, two-thirds or fewer of

the unskilled workers in Mississippi say that they are important to their

employment situation.

In essence, the data in this table suggest that these communication

activitiestalking, listening, working with others--may comprise a "core" set of

literacy skills that cut across major occupational lines while other activities

involving creativity (new ideas, solving problems) or initiative (planning,

organizing, leading) axe of a priority only among those of the highest status

positions in the paid labor force. Regarding the shifting nature of literacy

requirements created by high technology in blue-collar work-settings, this

pattern of results suggests that unskilled, and to some degree skilled, workers

will likely face a stark change in the requirements of employment in the

future.

Mississippi Literacy Araesement
April 1991
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The Mississippi Literacy Assessment Survey also collected information

about the frequency of using specific literacy skills in the workplace. These

skills are organized around the three literacy domains of the ETS
measurement approach: prose, documents, and mathematics. For each activity,

the frequency of using a specific skill at work is compared across these four

major occupational groups. For prose skills, Tables 5.5 to 5.8 contain the

results for the activities of using (reading) a report or journal article, forms,

letters, or diagrams. For document skills, Tables 5.9 to 5.12 contain the results

for the activities of using memoranda, reports, forms, or bills. For math

activity, Table 5.12 contains the results of a single direct question concerning

the use of mathematics on the job.

The results for prose literaq skills echo the overall results for the

importance placed upon those skills by occupational groups. Table 5.5 through

5.8 demonstrate the ordering of frequc acy of use of specific prose-related

activities by occupational group. Professionals make substantially greater use

of prose activities than do the rther occupational groups. The magnitude of

these differences is about t) ee-to-one in that about 75 percent of the

professionals report using each skill at least once a week in comparison to only

around 25 percent of the unskilled workers doing so. The other two
occupational groups fall in between these two extreme groups.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April 1991
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The pattern of results for using documents is similar with two
important exceptions. Clerical and sales workers make use of forms almost as

much as do professional-technical-managerial employees (78 versus 74

percent). However, clerical and sales employees report using bills slightly more

than do respondents in the professional group (44.5 versus 43.2 percent).

In the use of mathematics at work, Table 5.13 shows that while this

se.me general pattern holds in this domain of literacy skills, the professional

and clerical-sales groups report rather similar frequencies of using math at

least once a week in job activities (93 versus 90 percent). Only one-half of the

unskilled workers, by comparison, report that they use math skills at work on

a weekly basis.

The Mississippi Literacy Assessment data have provided a number of

important insights into both the literacy skills of the labor force and the

literacy demands of the workplace. The active members of the Mississippi

labor force were more likely to have better "functional literacy" skills than

those who were not employed. This pattern was observed for prose scores,

document scores, and quantitative scores. An important question is whether

low literacy scores of the unemployed limit their access to jobs. Within those

adults who were actively participating in the force, there was a strong and

Mississippi literacy Assessment
April 1991
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TABLE 5.5

Frequency of Prose Skill: Reading Rep-Irts or Journal Articles by
Occupational Group

At least once
a week

Less than
once a week*

Prof/Tech. and 78.1% 22.0% 325
Managerial

Clerical and Sales 58.2% 41.9% 191

Skilled and 40.3% 59.7% 287
Foreman

Unskilled 24.5% 75.4% 226

*Less than once a week includes jobs where this is not appl,icable.

Mississippi Literav Awissment
April 1991
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CABLE 5.6

Frequency of Prose Skill: Reading Forms by Occupational Group

1111M=1...412Ms.

5.13

At least once
a iieek

Less than
once a week*

Prof/Tech. and 84.8% 15.3% 325
Managerial

Clerical and Sales 72.5% 27.6% 192

Skilled and 57.5% 42.4% 287
Foreman

Unskilled 38.8% 61.3% 226

*Less than once a week includes joba where this is not applicable.

Miatialippi Literacy Aneeenawnt
April 1991
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TABLE 5.7

Frequency of Prose Reading Skill: Reading Letten by Occupational Group

At least
once a week

Less than
once a week*

Prof/Tech. and 72.8% 27.2% 325
Managerial

Clerical and Sales 60.2% 39.8% 192

Skilled/Foreman 30.8% 69.2% 287

Unskilled 20.1% 79.9% 206

*Less than once a week includes jobs where this is not applicable.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April 1991
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TABLE 5.8

Frequency of Prose Skill: Reading Diagrams by Occupational Group

Prof/Tech. and
Managerial

Clerical and Sales

Skilled/Foreman

I Unskilled

At least
once a week

Less than
once a week*

53.8% 46.2% 326

24.3% 75.7% 191

45.2% 54.8% 287

18.5% 81.5% 228

*Less than once a week includes jobs where this is not applicable

Mississippi Literacy Amassment
April 1991
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TABLE 5.9

Frequency Of Document Skills: Writing Memoranda by Occupational
Group

At least
once a week

Less than
once a week*

Prof/Tech. and 68.8% 31.2% 324
Managerial

Clerical and Sales 51.3% 48.-t% 193

Skilled/Foreman 19.5% 81.5% 286

Unskilled 13.8% 76.2% 224

*Less than once a week includes jobs where this is not applicable.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April 1991
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TABLE 5.10

Frequency of Document Skills: Writing Reports by Occupational Group

At least
once a week

Less than
once a week*

Prof.Tech. and 72.6% 27.4% 325
Managerial

Clerical and Sales 58.6% 41.4% 191

Skilled/Foreman 43.4% 56.6% 286

Unskilled 26.7% 73.3% 224

*Less than once a week includes jobs whree this is not applicable.

Miseitrippl Literacy Aaaesoment
April 1991
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TABLE 5.11

Frequency of Document Skills: Filling Out Forms by Occupational Group

At least
once e week

Less than
once a week*

Prof/Tech. and 77.8% 22.2% 325
Managerial

Clerical and 74.4% 25.6% 192
Sales

Skilled/Foreman 54.3% 45.7% 285

Unskilled 35.6% 64.4% 227

*Less than once a week includes jobs where this is not applicable.

Mississippi Mersey Assessment
April 1991
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TABLE 5.12

Frequency of Document Skills: Filling Out Invoices by Occupational
Group

At least
once a week

Less than
once a week*

Prof/Tech. and 43.2% 56.8% 324
Managerial

Clerical and 44.5% 55.5% 191
Sales

Skilled/Foreman 22.1% 77.9% 285

Unskilled 16.8% 73.2% 225

*Less than once a week includes jobs where this is not applicable.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April 1991
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TABLE 5.13

Frequency of Use of Mathematics Skills by Occupational Group

At least
once a week

Less than
once a week*

N

Proffech. and 92.9% 7.1% 327
Managerial

Clerical and Sales 89.6% 10.4% 193

Skilled/Foreman 77.0% 23.0% 287

Unskilled 52.1% 47.9% 228

*Less than once a week includes jobs where this is not applicable.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April 1991
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consistent pattern for the literacy skills to vary by the type of work or

occupation. Professional, managerial, and technical occupations are thought

to demand the highest level of literacy skills. This pattern was found in that

the professional, managerial, and technical workers had substantially higher

levels of literacy proficiency than did other occupational groups. As would be

expected, the unskilled workers were found to have the most problems with

literacy skills.

Interestingly, most Mississippi workers reported that there was a fairly

high demand for literacy skills in their work. The mgjority reported weekly

requirements for the use of prose, document, and quantitative skills. Also,

most Mississippi workers reported that a wide range of literacy and
communication skills were important to theirjob performance. Unfortunately,

we do not have comparable data on the Mississippi labor force of 10 or 20 years

ago. Therefore, it is impossible to measure the degree to which either the labor

force skills are improving or the degree to which job-linked literacy
requirements are increasing. This section of the report provides the baseline

information from which such observations reliably can be made in the future.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April 1001
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ENDNOTES TO SECTION 5

'Alvin Toffier, Powershift: Knowledge, Wealth, and Violence at the Edge
of the 21st Century (New York: Bantam, 1990).
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6.1

The Mississippi Literacy Assessment provides the first set of
comprehensive literacy data on a representative cross-section of the state's

adult population. The survey reveals that Mississippians' literacy skills range

from the very fundamental to the very accomplished. The basic skills

associated with simple "in school" reading were pervasive throughout the

population as most Mississippians were able to read at a rudimentary or basic

level. Mississippians were less successful in completing simulation tasks that

reflect the type of literacy skills needed to function competently in everyday

community, work, and family settings. These "functional literacy" simulations

included a number of prose, document, and quantitative tasks that ranged

from the very simple to the very complex. The Mississippi Assessment findings

point to low levels of "functional literacy" as the core of the state's literacy

problem.

Miesieeippi Literacy Amierantent
April 1881
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Literacy skills also varied greatly among the major social, demographic,

and geographic groupings of the population. Through a series of data analyses,

we attempted to delineate the major literacy patterns by educational,

occupational, racial, age, and sex categories. This effort was greatly enhanced

by the use of a series of literacy scales designed to locate a group or subgroup

on continua of literacy proficiencies. The availability of this information should

place Mississippi at the forefront of literacy research and empower the state

to address this problem in a more systematic fashion. These data should be

of great valuo in improving our understanding of literacy in Mississippi and

thereby assist policy makers in their attempt to improve literacy levels in the

state.

The major findings of the Mississippi Literacy Assessment are:

The majority of Mississippians were able to read relatively

uncomplicated, printed materials. Practically all were able to

read at the rudimentary or basic levels as judged by the NAEP

(reading) scale.

There was generally a lower level of "functional literacy" as

judged by prose, document, and quantitative scores.

Mississippi Literacy Amassment
April 1991
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Men and women were about equally skilled (or unskilled) in

their prose, document, and quantitative literacy proficiency.

Literacy scores for blacks were substantially lower than scores

for whites. These large differences were observed at each

educational level of the respondents.

Level of respondent education was found to have a strong

association with each measure of literacy proficiency.

Intergenerational influences upon literacy levels were also

observed. Parental education was found to influence the
individual attainment of respondents and through that variable

ultimately influence the level of literacy proficiency.

Younger Mississippians (age 45 or less) had higher scores than

the general population while older adults (65 and older) had

substantially lower scores.

Adults who were actively engaged in the labor force tended to

have higher scores than those not currently working.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment .

April 1991
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Welfare Mississippians (WIC, food stamps, and AFDC recipients)

had lower literacy skills than the general adult population.

Professional, technical, and managerial occupational groups were

found to rank highest in literacy skills. Unskilled workers had

substantially lower levels of literacy proficiency.

Most Mississippi workers reported that functional literacy skills

were important in their job performance. Sharp distinctions

were observed between professional, technical, managerial

workers and unskilled workers in the frequency of skill
utilization.

The projection of literacy scores to Mississippi counties resulted

in a concentratiun of counties with lower skill levels along the

western border of the state. This concentration was strongest in

the Delta region.

Coastal communities, university communities, suburban

communities, and industrially-active communities tended to

have the highest projected literacy scores.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April 1991
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The policy implications of the Mississippi Literacy Assessment can be

discussed in terms of a number of state goals. The assessment data can be

seen as the baseline from which progress in improving literacy can be judged.

We now know where Mississippians stood in 1990 in terms of literacy

proficiency. We also know the major sociE0, demographic, and geographic

levels of literacy skills. This irformation can be used to set policy goals for the

decade. For the year 2000, for example, we could establish levels of

improvement as goalg defined by percentages of adults who perform at given

prose, document; and quantitative levels. Subsequent follow-up studies could

be used to determine if the goals were met. The Mississippi Literacy

Assessment gives Mississippi policy makers the ability to understand where

the state now stands in terms of "functional literacy," a method of defining

goals for the future, and a means of measuring the achievement of these goals.

Because there are rarely sufficient resources available to adequately

attack a problem like low literacy lovell, the targeting of programs is an

important policy issue. If the policy goal is to direct the resouires toward

localities with the largest number of adults possessing the greatest need,

county estimates of literacy become important.

The projection data in this report have definite policy implications.

There should be a strong geographic dimension to any policy that seeks to

Mississippi Literacy Amemment
April 1991
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improve literacy levels among Mississippians. Many of the traditional

agricultural areas of the state have populations with very low "functional

literacy" skills. The projections provide an excellent guideline for establishing

priorities among counties. It should be made explicit that the literacy scores

and the size of the population taken together provide the best ranking of

literacy training needs. The Mississippi Literacy Assessment provides a

rational means of objectively deciding on target locations for 1; teracy programs.

Program designs can be enhanced by information gleaned from the

assessment. If we better understand the nature and extent of the deficiencies

in Mississippi literacy skills, we should be able to design programs that more

effectively address the need to improve literacy skills. Several programmatic

implications which can be drawn from the assessment are discussed below.

They can impact upon both the form and the content of literacy programs.

Projected county literacy data help us focus on problem areas and, when

used in concert with other county data, help to define the local environment for

program development purposes. If the counties with lower scores, and

presumably greater need, are geographically similar, then these common

features may be an important consideration in the design of programs Should

our programs be designed for sparse rural areas or populated urban areas?

Mitaimippi Literacy Aaaeasment
April 1991
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Should we be sensitive to special needs of minority populations in a given

area? The projections can lend insights in addressing such questions.

The assessment data also can be used to help understand the skill level

of program participants. A careful reading of the section on "Measuring

Literacy" will result in a better feel for the range and complexity of skills that

Mississippians possess. Furthermore, an understanding of the conceptional

distinction between prose, document, and quantitative literacy can have the

unanticipated effect of encouraging a broad definition of literacy. Once literacy

is understood in these terms, the likelihood of moving from a reading-oriented-

program stance to a functional-literacy-oriented program is increased.

The study also lends insight into the content needs ofliteracy programs

If Mississippians have difficulties with such documents as checkbooks and bus

schedules, then these documents should become part of the literacy training

programs. A detailed analysis of the type of prose, document, and quantitative

skills needed by Mississippians in literacy programs can be used to establish

thresholds for training programs. The assessment also established skill

hierarchies which can be used as general guides for increasing the level of

skills training as participants become more proficient.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
April 1891
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In closing this report on a literacy assessment of Mississippians, it is

advisable that we consider again the meaning of literacy. We have

conceptualized literacy as the capacity to effectively process information that

is needed to function competently in the modern world. This conceptualization

most often is used in reference to an individual's skills. That is, literacy is

normally seen as an individual characteristic. The conceptualization can be

extended, however, from the individual to the group or societal level. Just as

individual competency is associated with the ability to process information, so

can group competencies be judged by that same ability. The Mississippi

Literacy Assessment is an information-processing activity at the state level.

A state's competency to effectively deal with its literacy problems will be, in

part, a function of its collective skills of collecting, organizing, managing, and

processing information about literacy. In this sense, the Mississippi Literacy

Assessment makes the state collectively more "functionally literate" and,

consequently, should further increase its capability to deal with this important

state priority.

Mississippi Literacy Assessment .

April 1991
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Appendix. Survey Methodology*

The Mississippi Literacy Assessment had a target population of the

state's noninstitutionalized adults between the ages of 16 and 75 years of age.

Although telephone surveys using random-digit-dialing procedures are typically

used to reach such adult populations in social survey designs, a low telephone

saturation level in Mississippi households, estimated to be about 82 percent by

the U.S. Bureau of the Census', precluded the use of this approach. An

alternate household interview design was developed using a two-stage

sampling procedure. The first stage was the selection of households meeting

the population criteria while the second stage involved the choice of an adult

respondent within the household.

*This Appendix was written by Frank M. Howell of Mississippi State University and Keith Rust
of WESTAT, Inc. Dr. Howell and Dr. Rust collaborated on this appendix as indepet 'ent
consultants to the Mississippi Literacy Assessment, neither having a role in the design nor
implementation of the study itself Information from and discussions with Dr. Arthur G. Cosby
and Dr. Maxie P. Kohler were used in part to construct this overview of the survey methodology.

Misshisippi Literacy Assessment
April 1991
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In order to select a sample of Mississippi households that does not

suffer from the known bias of undercoverage from non-telephone households',

a two-stage design was employed. Briefly, the procedure used to select a

sample of 3,231 1.ouseholds was as follows. A simple random sample of 600

addresses was drawn from a list of Mississippi household addresses compiled

by Survey Sampling, Inc. (SSI). The list is incomplete and of unknown

coverage in Mississippi, being drawn from listed domestic telephone numbers

and addresses for registered automobiles. The complete list is believed to cover

86 percent of households in the U.S. In recognition that the list was not

complete and that households not covered are likely to differ considerably in

literacy levels than those listed, a second stage of household sampling followed.

Having located one of the initially selected addresses, an interviewer in the

field proceeded to list households in the same block as the initial selection,

including every second household listed within the sample, to yield a total

sample of six addresses within the block. Of the 600 initial selections, 12 were

not utilized. Other initial addresses were not locatable, and some were

business addresses. Sor of the initial and second stage addresses were

associated with vacant dwellings. These various forms of attrition led to the

final tally of 3,231 households selected.

At the household stage, a modified Troldahl-Carter procedure was

employed to select an adult respondent within the household3. Using a

blImissippl Literacy Assessment
April, 1991
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randomly assigned sequence, the respondent-selection procedure rotated among

the "youngest male," "middle (or youngest) female," "oldest male," "youngest

female," "middle (oldest) male," and the "oldest female" in the household.

Households not meeting the selection criteria were considered ineligible, and

the next household address available in the set of six households was

contacted. Up to three attempts to contact each household were made with the

result of each attempt recorded by the interviewer.

A stunmary of the participation experience for the study is shown in

table form. The data used in.constructing the table was provided by Dr. Maxie

Kohler, who supervised the survey field staff operation. The final participation

rate consists of two distinct components. The first is the household
participation rate. This component indicates the proportion of the 3,231

households selected for the study, where it was possible to establisal who, if

anyone, was to be the selected respondent. This rate was 89.0 percent, with

the great majority of the attrition being the result of the inability to make a

contact with anyone in the household, even after repeated callbacks. The

second component is the participation rate among those 2,217 persons selvted

for the study from among those eligible within the 2,874 participating
households. The person-level participation rate for this group was 81.3 percent.

The major causes of the person level attrition were, in order of importance,
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respondent refusal, inability to contact the selected person, and insufficient

time to complete all of the survey interviews.

Combining the household and person level participation rates gives an

overall participation rate cf 72.3 percent. This rate is in the adequate-to-good

range for a study of this type, and probably better than average. Any study

which requires contacting a household, selecting a respondent from that

household, and personally interviewing that respondent is bound to suffer a

fair amount of sample attrition, and overall response rate of 80-85 percent is

probably a practical ceiling on possible participation. In the case of the

Mississippi Literacy Assessment, the length and nature of the interview would

be such that one might anticipate a rate below 80 percent. However, the

relatively low rate of respondent refusals (189 out of 2,009 contacted, that is

9.4 percent) is such that the study must undoubtedly have been presented in

a positive light to the selected individuals by the field staff as a whole.

There are one or two aspects where somewhat higher levels of

articipation might have been achieved. Of the 3,220 households where an

attempt to contact was made, no contact was achieved in 305 cases (9.5

percent). This figure seems moderately high, and it may have been possible

to reduce it a few percentage points by use of more frequent callbacks, visiting

more frequently during evening hours, etc. It must be noted, however, that to
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reduce this level of noncontact would likely have required greater expenditure

of money and time, which may not have been worthwhile, at least in the

judgment of the investigators. The second point where improvement might

have resulted from greater contact efforts was in the area of individual

noncontact, where 146 out of 2,071 attempted contacts (7.0 percent) were not

successful. One approach that might have reduced this loss would have been

to attempt to schedule the interview with the respondent at a more convenient

specified time, rather than relying on repeated callbacks to locate the

individual at a convenient time by chance. Telephone calls could have been

used to expedite this process, obtaining the telephone number from the

household member with whom the initial contact was made. Again, however,

the extra effort required would have entailed further resources than were

available for the project.

The level of overall participation is sufficiently high that analysts and

researchers can have confidence that the results will generalize to the

population of Mississippi, especially so as there are no particular components

of the survey process where the nonparticipation was substantial. Rather, it

arose from each of the various survey facets contributing moderately to the

overall level of nonparticipation, making A:. less likely that particular

population subgroups are severely under-represented among the participants.
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TABLE 7.1

..:eilissiim4i:i.:itii.4iCi.:simpuu.i:.
CALCULATION OF. Pimpvpm* ROCS :-.., ....--..........----

Disponsation Outcom Number Of Permit

[ I. Addresses

Total potential addresses in dusters 3,600

Clusters not utilized 72

Addresses in survey 3,528

Out-of-scope addresses

Cluster not locatable 59

Business 121

Vacant dwelling 117

Total 297

II, Households

Inscope households 3,231

Non-participating households

No contact locatable 305

High crime area i 1

Unaccounted for 26

Other 15

Total 357

Participating households 2,874

III. Persons

Total potential persons surveyed 2,874

Households with no age-oligible persons in scope 208

Households with a person in scope 2,668

No six-eligible respondent 404

Selected person insufficiently healthy 45

Total 449

Total sample of in-scope persons 2,217

Non-participating persons

Respondent unavailable 146

Insufficient survey time 62

Respondent refusal 189

In SWIM terminated 17

Total 414

Total persons participating 1,803

IV. Parilcipation Rates

Household participation rate 88.95%

Person (withinhousehold) participation rate 81.33%

Overall panicipation rate 72.34%
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7.7

In order to minimize the effects of undercoverage in the sampling frame,

non-contacts with eligible households, and refusals, a post-stratification ratio

adjustment was computed'. This type of adjustment is commonly utilized in

face-to-face household surveys of this nature so that survey estimates of key

demographic totals are in agreement with independent population figures for

these factors'. While a number of factors preferably would have been used for

this survey, one constraint is the availability of accurate estimates of such

variables in both the survey and from independent sources.

Based upon these two considerations, the demographic variables chosen for

the post-stratification ratio adjustment were sex, race, and age. Independent

estimates of these populations for Mississippi were obtained from the database

of population estimates by Woods and Poole, Inc. of Washington, D.C. These

three variables were used to divide the survey sample into 24 strata. Table 7.2

contains these 24 race-sex-age strata, displaying the respective proportions

contained in the realized survey sample and the independent estimates of the

Wssissippi population. These post-stratification adjustment factors are the

ratios of the population and sample proportions for each of the sample strata.

As can be observed from inspecting this table, the realized Mississippi

Literacy Assessment sample tends to reflect each of the 24 race-sex-age strata

with reasonable precision, with one exception'. Black males between the ages

Miesiseippi Mersey Armament
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TABLE 7.2

,-.:. .. ........... ninuvrnor4.0
. ... ..

pottaritgruncAnorimiatsaNztalAcrott*:
:' 1111easstryii

Popilaiion 1
N

LilirwoyAwieamem4

Popular:a
so.,

Ihirvrot 1110

Simple
N

'''...

/

Adjulawmf
Farb'

WINO Wo

15-24 119160 0 0405 75 0 0420 1.4405

2544 131,606 0 0616 102 0 0571

...
1.1664

35-44 129.733 0 0151 123 0 0111 0 DM

41544 93,612 0 0474 99 0 0491 0.9611

5544 72,513 0 0367 1111 0.04411 0.7450

Mod Farman

90,727 0 0404 11 0 04111 0.1319

1544 111.237 0 0563 77 0 0431 1 3063

2544

6
1211,597 0 0450 171 0 0957 0 6711

126,146 0 0162 111 0 0021

4544 06,063 0 0461 133 0 0744 0.140

5544 77,617 0 0394 125 0 0499 0 5137

136,103 0 0492 127 0 0711 0.9733

Rad WIN

15-24 16,402 0.0432 13 0 0241

2544 73.796 0 0373 46 0.0257 1.4514

15-44 49,596 0 0251

I
45 0 0252 0 9960

45-54 30,071 0 0152 22 0 0123 123114

5544 24,132 0 0121 4 0 0022 5 7273

15.

.
41,2115 0 0209'da, 26 00157 1 3312asIsa !amilr

aadi Fonda.

1544 13,774 0 0424 SO 0 0200 1 5143

25-34 79.675 0 0403 72 0 0403 1 0000

35-44 59,111 0 0302 51 0 0295

45-54 39139 0 0201 34 0 0190 1 0579

5544 34,434 0 0174 33 0 0116 0 9406

15. 59,253 0 0300 SO 0 ONO 1.0714

TOMS- 1.977,152 1 0001'
.

1,767 0 seer

* Does nof sum to 1.0 because of rounding error.
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of 55-64 are under-represented in this sample by a factor of about 5.7. This is

the only strata that appears to have any noteworthy undercoverage in the

realized sample. The post-stratification weights contained in the data file

represent these ratios shown in the table below.

To assess the effect of the post-stratification ratio adjustment on the

realized sample, Table 7.3 compares the unweighted sample frequencies,

weighted sample frequencies, and independent population estimates from

Woods and Poole, Inc. on race, sex, and age. This comparison reveals that the

weights bring the Mississippi Literacy Assessment sample into alignment with

independent population totals on these three key demographic variables, and

potentially several others correlated to these three factors. To partially account

for the differential within-household selection rates, a weight for household

size was created. Because of incomplete information on the full composition

of the sampled households, an approximation of the reciprocal of the household

size was used instead. This approximation is the within-household selection

adjustment. A weighting variable consisting of the within-household selection

adjustment plus these post-stratification adjustments is contained in the

public-use Mississippi Literacy Assessment data file.

Using the jac'-knife repeated replication (jrr) approach without

stratification', we computed standard error estimates for a variety of sample

MlosImIppi Lltersey Assessment
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statistics but all restricted to means and proportions. These estimates were

computed for the entire sample as well as for important subgroups such as

gender, race/ethnicity, education levels, and age. The ratio of the jrr standard

error to a similar standard error assuming a simple random sample (srs) of the

same size is the design effect' of the realized Mississippi Literacy Assessment

sample. For all jrr standard errors that were computed, the design effect (or

DEFF) was also computed. The vast majority of these DEFFs were between 1.0

and 1.5, indicating that the Mississippi Literacy Assessment sample design

appears to have the relative precision ranging from between a simple random

sample of the same size to about one-third less precision. In other words, this

Mississippi Literacy Assessment sample of n=1804 has the apparent sampling

precision of a srs of between 1,804 to about 1,203 in size.

In summary, there is evidence to believe that users of the Mississippi

Literacy Assessment would be slightly conservative to assume a constant

design effect of 1.5 for most uses of these data. However, standard cautions

should be applied when making these and other assumptions about such

survey date. As Rust has discussed, there are limitations to the
generalization of design effects from a few key parameters to a large class of

estimates". Consequently, the public-use version of the data file has the jrr
replicate identifier attached to each respondent recort. to permit secondary

Mississippi Literacy Assessment
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analysts to use the jackknife replicate approach to estimate standard errors for

the particular statistic needed in their analysis.
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TABLE 7.3
Assessomm.

NIPARISO F UNWEIGIrrED, WEIGHTED SAMP
ESTIMA. EPENDENT ',POPULATION TOT

. . . .

Wracy M,seasment Survep, 1990 .

-
Darnowsse

FACTOO:

Umveighted
Percent

Wghted
Percent

Population
Percent

Difference:
Urnveiphled

S :

Ma* 42.1 47.6 47.6 -5 8

Females 57 9 52.4 52.4 4 6

R :

Whites 72.5 65.9 66.5 5.5

Blacks 26.5 33.2 33.5 -7 5

A :

15-24 13.7 202 202 .7.2

2544 21.7 20.8 20.9 0.1

35-44 18.7 18.8 18.6 0.6

4544 15.6 132 13.1 1.9

5544 13.9 10.6 10 6 2.4

65. 18 3 16.5 18.6 -0.8

Note: percentages may not round to 00 because of rounding wror: however. for Race
More is an omitted category of "other whsch precludes summing to 100 percent.
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